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Executive Summary 
 

y that differ 
 in the 

logy to four 
tive and three 
s on water 
n sets 

re (i.e., 

ate during 
y.  Any of these blends of climate information may provide an 

e planning issues 

ding the 
ptions to 

 assumptions, and implications for portrayed water supply 
s an overview of the research problem and 
ined, results, and potential strategies for using 

ing the 
es, relative 
e planning 

ograms (e.g., 
 answered 

 “is it worth it?” (i.e., do the benefits exceed the costs?). 
The answer to this question depends on look-ahead assumptions for water supply 

information 
es on water 

 that might 

plausible water supply variability have been based on the instrumental record, 
(i.e., weather station observations, stream gage data, information on historical 
flow impairments affecting stream gage data).  Relying on the instrumental record 
implies that the historical water supply variability is a reasonable proxy for the 
variability that might be experienced during the planning look-ahead horizon—
that “past results reflect future conditions.”   
 

 
This study tests alternative methods for developing planning hydrolog
in terms of climate context, some of which may be useful for planning
context of climate non-stationarity.  The study relates planning hydro
different blends of climate information—a “null” or default alterna
alternative methods of developing longer-term planning assumption
supply possibilities, termed “planning hydrology.”  These informatio
involve different blends of observations on precipitation and temperatu
instrumental records), proxy data on paleoclimate prior to instrumental records 
(e.g., annual tree-ring chronologies), and information on projected clim
the 21st centur
appropriate picture of water supply possibilities, depending on th
being addressed.   
 
This summary is for managers who may be interested in understan
climate information options, key method differences in relating these o
water supply planning
variability.  The summary provide
question, alternative methods exam
these alternative methods.  
 
Problem and Background 
 
Reclamation’s longer-term planning studies generally involve evaluat
benefits and costs of implementing various proposed action-alternativ
to each other and to a future without any of the proposed actions. Thes
studies range from specific local actions to broader, longer-range pr
system development, basin planning).  The fundamental question to be
in all of these studies is

variability, water demands, and operating constraints.  A climate 
context is implicit in these planning assumptions.  This study focus
supply planning assumptions and various climate information contexts
underlie these assumptions. 
 
Reclamation’s traditional methods for defining planning assumptions about 
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However, the instrumental record has a limited range of data and does
the potential for events that may have occurred before historical obs
Moreover, assuming a future similar to the relatively short instrumental past is 
losing credibility for long-term planning.  Longer-term planning evalu
proposed actions might be conducted more robustly if water supply as
are based on more than observed climate information.  For example, a
sense of possible climate variability (e.g., periods of drought or surplu
provided by blending paleoclimate proxy and observed climate inform
Longer-term evaluations with look-ahead horizons that encompass m
are relevant on a climate change time scale (i.e. multiple decades a
IPCC 2007). For these evaluations, incorporating climate projection in
into the analysis might result in a more appropriate portrayal of fu
conditions and water supply statistics (mean monthly, mean annual).  T
motivated by evidence that regional climate in the western U.S. has bee
changing (C

 not reflect 
ervations. 

ations of 
sumptions 
n expanded 
s) might be 
ation.  

any decades 
ccording to 

formation 
ture runoff 

he latter is 
n 

CSP 2008) and is expected to continue to change during the 21st 
hed light on 

ns, choices are 
ariation) and 
ate 
unoff.  

onably 
eir ability 

996, Wood et 
al and/or 
ay be a more 

 climate projections.  
ns that 

jected 
a long-

s). 

es that feature both 
ation) and 

ections).  Reclamation 
has methods for individually accounting for these factors, but does not have a 
method for accounting for them jointly.  This study, provides Reclamation with a 
methodology for incorporating the possibly more credible aspects of both 
paleoclimate information (i.e. frequency information on year-to-year variability) 
and projected climate information (i.e. change in runoff statistics).   
 

century (IPCC 2007), and historically observed information does not s
these changes.  
 
For longer-term evaluations meant to reflect future runoff conditio
made on what to portray for runoff statistics (e.g., average, limits of v
frequency characteristics (i.e. drought and surplus possibilities).  Clim
projection information features information on both aspects of future r
However, while it is generally accepted that climate models are reas
capable of projecting changes in future climate and runoff statistics, th
to project changes in frequency aspects is questionable (Lau et al. 1
al. 2004).  Comparatively, frequency information from instrument
paleoclimate information is rooted in physical evidence, which m
attractive basis for planning than the modeled frequencies in
This gives rise to interest in establishing future water supply assumptio
reflect the relative strengths of climate projection information (i.e. pro
changes in hydroclimate statistics) and paleoclimate information (i.e. 
retrospective period of evidence for drought and surplus possibilitie
 
At present, Reclamation has not established planning approach
a broadened sense of possible climate variability (paleoclimate inform
an expected future change in runoff statistics (climate proj
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Research Questions and Overview of Analysis 

This research explores the following research questions:  

 be jointly and 
nted in water supply planning assumptions (i.e., a 

ld such a planning hydrology be similar to or different from a 
planning hydrology that represents paleoclimate or projected climate 

tion realities might influence choosing among climate 
sumptions for 

 
 ved developing and comparing 

anning hydrology with respect to the following blends of climate information:  

•

• Alternative 2 – Instrumental Record, Projected Climate 

ojected 

For each alternative, planning hydrology was developed for two basins: the 
Missouri River above Toston (i.e., “Upper Missouri”) and the Gunnison River 
above its confluence with the Colorado River near Grand Junction (i.e., 
“Gunnison”).  Reclamation operates several reservoirs in both basins.    

 

 
1. How can paleoclimate and projected climate information

rationally represe
planning hydrology)?  

 
2. How wou

individually?  
 

3. What implementa
information sets when defining water supply planning as
Reclamation studies?   

To address these questions, this study invol
pl
 

 Null Alternative– Instrumental Record only 
 
• Alternative 1 – Instrumental Record, Paleoclimate Proxy 
 

 
• Alternative 3 – Instrumental Record, Paleoclimate Proxy, Pr

Climate. 
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Alternative 1 might be particularly appropriate for planning horizons
years (which are significant on drought time scales, but short rela
change time scale).  Alternative 1 represents an expanded sense of po
climate variability (e.g., periods of drought or surplus) by blending pal
proxy and observed climate information.  Paleoclimate proxies offer a r
longer-term history on potential hydrologic variability concerning how
of deficits and surpluses could last and how intense they could be.  A 
of Alternative 1 is a statistical modeling framework, where hydrologi
are generated in two stages.  The first stage defines the hydrolog
“state”, and is derived from paleoclimate information.  The second
the runoff volume for the given year, or “magnitude”

 up to 20 
tive to climate 

ssible 
eoclimate 
icher, 

 long spells 
key feature 
c sequences 

ic year-type, or 
 stage defines 

, and is derived from 

ns beyond 20 
). Alternative 

nd its expected effect on both 
statistical and frequency aspects of runoff and water supply.  Alternative 2 

ling that 

hange effects 
spects of 
mation) 

ected climate 
odeling 

agnitude). 
ond stage.  

s (as in 
agnitudes 

 to do the 
d.   Doing 

at account for the change in 

rojections (i.e. 
.  Rather, 

 the water 
 modeling of state. 

 
After developing each planning hydrology alternative, the resulting data were 
evaluated for changes in period-statistics (mean, variance, skewness, auto-
correlation, others) and change in frequency characteristics (occurrence and 
accumulated volumes associated with drought and surplus spells).  They were also 
qualitatively evaluated on issues associated with: 
 

instrumental record information.  This framework has been used to support a 
previous Reclamation planning effort (Reclamation (2007)).   
 
Alternatives 2 or 3 may be more appropriate for planning horizo
years, which are relevant on a climate change time scale (IPPC 2007
2 represents expected future climate change a

planning hydrology is developed by using hydrologic simulation mode
translates climate projections into runoff projections.  
 
Alternative 3 still recognizes the desire to reflect expected climate c
on runoff statistics, but it also reflects a desire to root the frequency a
drought and surplus in hard physical evidence (i.e., paleoclimate infor
rather than climate modeling. This blend of paleoclimate and proj
information in Alternative 3 was achieved by adopting the statistical m
framework of Alternative 1 (i.e. first modeling state, then modeling m
The framework application differs from that of Alternative 1 at the sec
Rather than using the instrumental records as the basis for magnitude
Alternative 1), the runoff projections of Alternative 2 are used as the “m
source” (and from a specific projection period).  In other words,
modeling for Alternative 3, Alternative 2 must be performed beforehan
so permits establishing water supply assumptions th
runoff statistics associated with climate projections, but are not forced to exhibit 
the questionable frequency characteristics associated with climate p
accepting the projections portrayal of drought and surplus spells)
frequency characteristics from paleoclimate information are reflected in
supply assumptions through the first stage
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1. Disaggregating each planning hydrology to interior sub-basin locations 
nd to a monthly time step  

ing consistency between water supplies and other planning 

is study were 
hile such 

tion is sufficient for addressing the research questions, the data 
ansfer these method alternatives into 

    
 

rate 
ydrology 
study 

ing approach 
al records 
ously).  In this 

off magnitudes 
mation 

lanning 
rnative 3) that incorporates the relatively more credible state 

r than 
e 

uring a future 

ilar to or 
ect 
tive 3’s 
d projected 

., changes in 
g hydrology 

lternative 3 can 
incorporate historical information on frequency and avoid requiring trust in the 
frequency characteristics from climate models while Alternative 2 (projected 
climate, instrument records) cannot.  However, if the paleoclimate basis used to 
provide frequency characteristics does not feature frequency aspects that 
substantially differ from those of climate projections (Alternative 2), there would 
be little to no benefit of relating water supply assumptions to a blend of 

a
 

2. Establish
assumptions 

 
3. Attaining stakeholder acceptance.   

 
Issue (1) is relevant, recognizing that the hydrology data in th
developed on an annual time step and for the basin-aggregate.  W
aggrega
disaggregation would be necessary to tr
practice. 

Results 
 
Technical Development Issues 
 
The research first asked: ”How can we jointly and rationally incorpo
paleoclimate and projected climate information into a planning h
that represents assumptions about possible water supplies?” This 
demonstrated a modified application of a two-stage stochastic model
previously used to blend paleoclimate information and instrument
information (Alternative 1 in this study, Reclamation (2007) previ
modified application, the instrumental record information on run
possibility is replaced by projected climate and associated runoff infor
from a given projection period (Alternative 2 data).  This leads to a p
hydrology (Alte
information from paleoclimate data (Gangopadhyay et al. 2009) rathe
climate projections’ state information, and the relatively more credibl
magnitudes information from the climate and runoff projections d
period of interest.    
 
Research then asked: “How would such a planning hydrology be sim
different from planning hydrology developed to individually refl
paleoclimate or projected climate?” Results illustrate that Alterna
planning hydrology (a blend of instrumental record, paleoclimate, an
climate information) can reflect change in runoff statistics (e.g
monthly and annual mean and variance) while Alternative 1’s plannin
(from paleoclimate and instrument records) cannot.  Further, A
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paleoclimate and projected climate information (Alternative 3).  This i
development of the Alternative 2 data is a prerequisite for developin
3 data.  In other words, Alternative 3 may be an option worth consideri
only if the drought a

s because 
g Alternative 

ng, but 
nd surplus information in paleoclimate appears to be different 

teristics 
frequency 
ate 
 to provide 

logy. Thus, 
y Alternative 
account for 
g with the 

odeling required under Alternative 3 may not have been warranted 
le hydrologic 

sults for 
 droughts 

 reached on 
rayal in the 

ctions frequency 
ld provide 

 droughts and surpluses that were modeled in hard physical evidence 
such as tree-rings rather relying on the assumptions involved in developing 

for investing extra for Alternative 3 would 
s issues 

 
on:  “What 

information 
tion 

 study had an 
ese time and 

uestions posed, 
but are not appropriate for characterizing practical planning hydrology that 
can be used for Reclamation’s planning purposes.  Planning would require 
more detailed data, at least to a monthly time step and flows specified at 
various interior sub-basins locations (e.g., inflows at multiple reservoirs 
located on upstream tributaries relative to the basin-aggregate runoff 
location below these reservoirs).  While methods to use more detailed 

than climate projections.  
 
Case in point, the Gunnison basin results on drought frequency charac
were similar in Alternatives 2 and 3 (although they differed in surplus 
characteristics).  The drought and surplus information of the paleoclim
overlapped with that of the climate projections and thus did not appear
additive information value for portraying drought in a planning hydro
for the Gunnison, it might have been appropriate to proceed with onl
2, assuming a planning emphasis on drought portrayal and a need to 
expected climate change effects on future runoff statistics.  Proceedin
further m
because the results would not have shed any further light on possib
conditions.   
 
In contrast to the Gunnison basin results, the Upper Missouri basin re
Alternative 2 and 3 showed different frequency characteristics for both
and surpluses.  For the Upper Missouri basin, a choice point would be
whether to proceed with Alternative 2 data (accepting frequency port
climate projections) or Alternative 3 (replacing the climate proje
aspects with that of paleoclimate information).  Alternative 3 thus wou
evidence of

climate projections.  The choice 
depend on stakeholder preferences as outlined in the practical application
section below.  
 
Practical Application Issues 

Three issues were explored as they influenced the third research questi
implementation realities might influence choice among climate 
sets when defining water supply planning assumptions for Reclama
studies?” 
 

1. Detail of hydrology data.  Hydrology data developed in this
annual time step and reflected basin-aggregate runoff.  Th
space resolutions are adequate for addressing the research q
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information are available for each alternative (Section 6), the a
additional work required to perform such analyses may be
for dec

mount of 
 a consideration 

iding which alternative approach to use to develop a planning 
hydrology. 

ions will be 
ns for the 

d other 
l rules, 

ative climate 
king supply assumptions to 

 
rstanding 

ted into a 
s preferred 

ns 
ntal record 
cs and 

ate 
imited by the 

sion-makers 
l informed on 

th its 
stochastic 
olorado staff 
.  Other 
tion and have 

experience with its application in water resources planning (e.g., 
opment of 
amental 

ate contexts 
 phases.   

climate and 
 planning 

f these 
assumptions would vary relative to simpler climate context (e.g., instrumental 
records alone, or instrumental records blended individually with paleoclimate or 
projected climate).  While it is technically possible to adopt any of these climate 
contexts for planning, the acceptability of any context choice may need to be 
vetted with stakeholders and decision-makers, and may vary depending on water 
resources planning decision being considered.  For the time-being, even if the 

 
2. Consistency with other planning assumptions.  Quest

encountered on how to reconcile the basis for assumptio
planning hydrology with those regarding water demands an
operating constraints related to climate (e.g., flood contro
environmental management).  Methods for linking assumptions about 
water demands and operating constraints to these altern
contexts are not as evolved as those for lin
these contexts.  Thus, studies would need to carefully explain the 
methodologies and assumptions to a lay audience. 

3. Stakeholder acceptance.  Stakeholder acceptance and/or unde
of a given climate information context and how it is transla
planning hydrology may influence which alternative approach i
for a given planning process. Stakeholders and decision-makers are 
presumably familiar with the basis for water supply assumptio
associated with the Null Alternative hydrology, where instrume
information provides the climate context for both runoff statisti
frequencies.  The practical ability to incorporate other sources of clim
information (paleoclimate and climate projections) may be l
understanding and trust that prospective stakeholders and deci
have in the process of doing so.  Some groups may be wel
the nature of paleoclimate information and have experience wi
application in water resources planning, including the use of 
modeling (e.g., Reclamation’s Lower Colorado and Upper C
who participated in the development of Reclamation (2007))
groups may be well-oriented with projected climate informa

Reclamation’s Mid-Pacific staff who participated in the devel
Reclamation (2008)).  Still other groups may be at more fund
learning stages for both.  In any case, introducing new clim
and application methods requires education and trust-building
 

In summary, this research illustrates how instrumental records, paleo
projected climate information might be incorporated into water supply
assumptions, and how the statistical and frequency characteristics o
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udy) and develop 
ethods for 

ty of a 
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etermine how new methods are introduced in planning communities 
and at what pace. 

more evolved methods shown in the alternative approaches 1 – 3 are us
characterize supply assumptions (such as those featured in this st
planning hydrology, it may be necessary to also use traditional m
defining demand and operational constraint assumptions.  The capaci
planning process to support both traditional methods and these new inf
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1.0 Introduction 
1.1. Project Background 

 planning 
hether 

e planning 
ting systems.  

 existing 
dified 

e facilities, 
re, 

less often on 
lopment or 

udies is to 
tives that 

ithout the 
tal question to be answered in such a study is 

e answer to 
riability, 

tribution 
nthly), and 

 relatively 
d on 

d.  Historical 
water supply information primarily comes from stream gauge data.  Relying on 

y is a 
he planning 

rved in the 
g future.  

served 
r what would occur 

g might be 
re than 

e 
analysis). This proposal is made feasible by the recent advances in understanding 
how pre-instrumental climate variability can be inferred, and how recent 
paleoclimate studies suggest a broader envelope of western U.S. climate 
variability than what was observed during the 20th century (Woodhouse et al. 
2006, Meko et al., 2007). Another alternative is to base water supply assumptions 
on projected climate information; motivated by evidence that regional climate in 

 
Reclamation has a great deal of experience conducting long-range
studies involving proposed changes to its water and power systems, w
operational or infrastructural. Recently Reclamation’s longer-rang
efforts have generally focused on evaluating modifications to exis
Sometimes the modifications involve proposed new criteria for how
systems would be operated for a relatively long-term horizon (e.g., mo
criteria that would apply for the next 20 years).  Other times the modifications 
involve infrastructural changes, such as enlarged storage or conveyanc
that would be expected to provide decades of service life.  In the futu
Reclamation’s longer-range planning efforts may broaden, focusing 
modifying existing systems to more often focusing on system deve
basin planning.  In either case, the purpose of longer-term planning st
disclose the benefits and costs of implementing various project alterna
might be proposed, relative to each other and relative to a “future w
project alternative.”  The fundamen
“is it worth it” (i.e., do the benefits to the nation exceed the costs). Th
this question depends on look-ahead assumptions for water supply va
water demands, and operating constraints. 
 
Water supply variability assumptions reflect the expected range and dis
of water supplies arriving during any time period (e.g., annually, mo
also the arrival sequence of these supplies (e.g., multiple year spells of
drier or wetter years).  Traditionally, these assumptions have been base
historically observed information, or data from the instrumental recor

such information implies that the historical water supply variabilit
reasonable proxy for the variability that might be experienced during t
look-ahead horizon.  This implicitly assumes that the climate obse
instrumental record is a reasonable proxy for the climate of the plannin
 
Reclamation has recently questioned this assumption that historical ob
climate and water supply variability are appropriate proxies fo
during the planning future.  An alternative proposal is that plannin
conducted more robustly if water supply assumptions are based on mo
observed climate information (i.e., by including paleoclimate information into th
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the western U.S. has been changing (CCSP 2008) and is expected to continue to 
stchange during the 21  century (IPCC 2007).  

assumptions are 
ith either 
eoclimate 
 variability 

ctions 
sed 

ply sequence 
uences from 

sumptions 
ow climate 
f conditions 
thod for 

umptions involves developing 
water supply “projections” where runoff statistics evolve continuously through 

cipitation 

ry on 
its and 

imate information 
tions in the 

te modeling to reliably simulate future frequencies (Lau et al. 
1996, Wood et al. 2004).  Thus, it is questioned whether it would be useful to 

a end of the 
pos spects of paleoclimate information and projected climate 

• Frequency information from paleoclimate information on spell and 

 
on on what runoff 

 
While Reclamation has methods for individually relating paleoclimate or 
projected climate information to water supply assumptions, Reclamation does not 
have a method for jointly incorporating the possibly more credible aspects of both 
types of information.  This research explores the need for blending these types of 
information, and in doing so poses several research questions:  
 

 
Reclamation has conducted planning studies where water supply 
based on climate information of the instrumental record blended w
paleoclimate or projected climate information.  One study used pal
information to represent an expanded sense of possible hydrologic
given stream gage data, complemented by annual streamflow reconstru
based on tree-ring chronologies (Reclamation 2007).  That study also u
stochastic modeling techniques to broaden the portrayal of water sup
possibilities that could be regarded as statistically consistent with seq
the tree-rings and instrumental records (Prairie et al. 2008, Reclamation 2007).  
Another study used projected climate information, as water supply as
were cast as historical water supply variability adjusted to reflect h
changes are projected to shift mean annual and mean monthly runof
(Reclamation 2008).  In contrast to Reclamation (2008), another me
relating climate projections to water supply ass

time, consistent with the evolving statistics of temperature and pre
projections (e.g., Christensen and Lettenmaier 2007).   
 
In summary, paleoclimate information offers a richer, longer-term histo
potential hydrologic variability concerning how long spells of defic
surpluses could last and how intense they could be.  Projected cl
offers its own portrayal of future runoff frequencies, but there are ques
ability of clima

rel te planning assumptions for water supply possibilities to a bl
sibly more credible a

information using:  
 

intensity possibilities 

• Statistical information from projected climate informati
magnitudes could be in any given month or year. 

1.2. Research Questions 
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(1) How can we jointly and rationally incorporate paleoclimate and
climate information into 

 projected 
a planning hydrology that represents assumptions 

about possible water supplies?  

 different 
ning hydrology that represents paleoclimate or projected climate 

 
tion realities might influence choosing among climate 

information sets when defining water supply planning assumptions for 

be possible 
ed that the 
hydrology 

 scoping 
esearch aims to 

ent method, demonstrate the method’s 

veloped from these alternative 
methods versus other available methods.  

 
T plement 
som y external parties.  
The report: 
 

ols (Section 3) and 
) used in each data-development alternative.   

ay be expected to differ 
lanning 

This report is developed for an audience that spans technical practitioners to 
managers.  Sections 2.0 through 6.0 are aimed at a technical audience that is 
expected to have a basic familiarity with several concepts, which are outlined 
below.  Managers may wish to focus on the summary of key findings in Section 
7.0; discussion in Sections 5.3 and 6.0 may also be of value in helping to 
determine the significance of these findings.   
 

 
(2) How would such a blended planning hydrology be similar to or

from plan
individually?  

(3) What implementa

Reclamation studies?   
 
The relevance of addressing questions (2) and (3) is that while it may 
to develop a method to address question (1), it has not been demonstrat
resultant planning hydrology would substantially differ from planning 
based on projected climate alone.  To that end, to ultimately inform
questions about developing this blended planning hydrology, this r
develop an optional data-developm
application, and summarizes factors that might influence decisions on when to 
implement this blended planning hydrology de

1.3. Report Purpose and Audience 

he report is targeted to a technical audience that might be asked to im
e of the methods herein, or oversee their implementation b

• Provides orientation on the types of data (Section 2), to
methods (Section 4
 

• Informs readers on how runoff characteristics m
given the chosen climate information set underlying the p
hydrology (Section 5).    

1.4. Audience Preliminaries 
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In terms of data analysis, readers should be familiar with computation 
descriptive statistics and estimation of probability distributions. 
Wilks (1995) provide useful primers on statistical methods and prob
concepts in hydrology and atmospheric sciences, respectively.
also be familiar with stochastic simulation concepts in hydrology, whe
hydrologic sequences are designed to vary randomly, but also in a w
design) such that resultant series exhibit the statistical and auto-corr
properties of a chosen “reference climate.”  Lall and Sharma (1996) provide a 

of 
 Haan (1977) and 

ability 
  Readers should 

re 
ay (by model 
elation 

etric stochastic modeling approaches, while Stedinger and 

e process-based 
ted 

eas to 
lation 

intervening processes that affect water storage in the soil column or in snowpack 
process-based 

 atmospheric 
e service 

ute incoming 
y from equatorial regions to polar regions (e.g., the tropical “Hadley 

 how 
de position 

titude storm tracks determining seasonal/regional climates in the 
western U.S.. 

rmation Alternatives and Approach 

 to several 
typ

am gage data) 

2. Paleoclimate proxies (e.g., tree-ring chronologies suggesting a sequence of 
annual hydroclimate conditions) 

 
3. Projected climate information (i.e., historical to future temperature and 

precipitation simulated by global climate models given estimated 
historical climate forcings and scenario-future climate forcings). 

 

review of nonparam
Taylor (1982a, 1982b) offer a review of parametric approaches.   

 
The audience should be familiar with physical concepts such as th
hydrologic models that are designed to simulate surface water balance distribu
within a watershed and subsequent routing of runoff from basin sub-ar
downstream runoff locations.  In each sub-area, the water balance calcu
recognizes precipitation input, runoff output, evapotranspirative losses, and other 

(if present).  DeVries and Hromadka (1993) provide an overview of 
hydrologic simulation concepts.   
 
Lastly, readers are expected to be familiar with basic climate system concepts.  
Some example concepts include the earth energy balance, the role of
greenhouse gases to regulate atmospheric temperatures and climate, th
that atmospheric and ocean circulation patterns provide to redistrib
solar energ
Cell” atmospheric circulation pattern, the Gulf Stream ocean current), and
the poleward roll of the Hadley Cell (Hartmann 1994) affects the latitu
of middle-la

1.5. Climate Info
Overview 
 
As noted, planning hydrology assumptions might be developed relative

es of climate information:   
 

1. Instrumental records (e.g., weather station observations, stre
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This study defined four possible methods1 to develop a planning h
Null Alternative method for developing a planning hydrology, w
historical instrumental records o

ydrology: a 
hich uses 

nly, plus three alternatives associated with 
different sets of climate information.   

ate Proxy 

cted 
 Alternative 
lternative 3.  

y data are 
ction 

g issues of 
ter time-steps.  

ppropriate 
velop 
e 2 and 
 is from 

mate signals 
in each case study basin’s tree-ring data are representative of regional, or 

e-ring chronology.  The 
following sections briefly introduce the Null Alternative and alternative planning 

 instrumental 
ere 

tations are 
historical natural 

information on historical land and water management practices that impaired 
 flows, or reservoir 

mption that the 
“past is a reasonable proxy for the future.”  So while climate projection 
information may be available to suggest that hydroclimate conditions may 

                                                

 
• Null Alternative – Instrumental Record only 
 
• Alternative 1 – Instrumental Record, Paleoclim
 
• Alternative 2 – Instrumental Record, Projected Climate 
 
• Alternative 3 – Instrumental Record, Paleoclimate Proxy, Proje

Climate. Note that Alternative 3 is a further analytic step from
2: Alternative 2 must be performed first in order to perform A

 
For each alternative, including the Null Alternative, planning hydrolog
surveyed at a single-aggregate runoff location for case study basins (Se
1.3.5) and on an annual time step.  This report discusses addressin
disaggregating these data to interior sub-basin locations and to shor
The choice of not disaggregating the hydrology for each alternative is a
given the research questions, which are primarily focused on how to de
Alternative 3, and how Alternative 3 hydrology compares to Alternativ
others.  This is because the paleoclimate information used in this study
tree-rings, which specify only annual climate variability.  Also, the cli
featured 
basin-aggregate, climate variability (Woodhouse et al. 2006) rather than only 
local-area climate that proximate to the location of the tre

hydrology.  

1.5.1  Null Alternative– Instrumental Record only 
 
This alternative considers only hydroclimate observations from the
record period.  Planning hydrology assumptions under this alternative w
developed prior to this study and are described further in Section 2.  Ci
provided in Section 2.1.  These hydrology data are estimates of 
runoff volume and are based on evaluations of stream gauge observations and 

natural runoff patterns (e.g., historical stream diversions, return
regulation effects).  Note that the Null Alternative features the assu

 
1  Publications about this research have a color scheme to delineate alternatives: the Null 
Alternative is blue, Reconstructed is red , Alternative 1 is green, Alternative 2 is orange, and 
Alternative 3 is purple.  
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change, such information does not get factored into the Null Alternative’s 

 

  Alternative 1 – Instrumental Record, Paleoclimate 

al tree-ring 
er envelope 

ry 
dvances in 
 runoff 
nstructions 

statistical 
e statistical 

 hydrology 
es the flexibility of choosing one source of 

climate information (e.g., tree-ring data) to define year-type variability (i.e. state), 
y year’s 

record and 
pale ing hydrology.  Data-development 
is described in Section 4.1 and involves building a stochastic runoff model that:   

 from the 

 paleoclimate 
 condition 

is discussed 

 annual 
ithin each 
n the range 

re a 
unique sequence of year-to-year climate states, consistent with frequency 
information from the paleoclimate record and possibly different than that of the 
instrumental record.  Such information may be relevant if the planning study is 
concerned with portraying drought or surplus spell possibilities, and if such 
possibilities from the paleoclimate record would appear to pose greater challenge 
for water management than those from the instrumental record.   

hydrology data. 

1.5.2
Proxy 
 
For this study, paleoclimate information is provided by annu
chronologies, which suggest that the western U.S. experienced a broad
of climate variability than what was observed during the 20th centu
(Woodhouse et al. 2006, Meko et al., 2007).  There have been recent a
understanding how paleoclimate proxy data can be used to reconstruct
conditions prior to the period of instrumental record.  Such runoff reco
can then be related to planning assumptions for water supplies using 
techniques, as Reclamation has demonstrated (Reclamation 2007).  Th
technique demonstrated in Reclamation (2007) served Alternative 1
development in this study, and featur

and another information source (e.g., instrumental record) to define an
runoff volume possibility (i.e. magnitude).   
  
In this alternative, climate information from both the instrumental 

oclimate proxy are represented in the plann

 
1. Reflects natural runoff magnitude (i.e., volume) possibilities

instrumental records (i.e., the Null Alternative). 
 

2. Runoff state and sequence possibilities consistent with the
record, where climate state is a descriptor of a year’s relative
(e.g., “wet” versus “dry”).  The stochastic model development 
further in Section 3.1. 

 
Once built, the stochastic model is applied to generate a collection of
runoff sequences or series, termed an “ensemble of runoff series.”  W
series, the envelope of runoff variability is constrained to remain withi
of historically observed runoff.  However, each series is permitted to featu
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1.5.3  Alternative 2 – Instrumental Record, Projected 
Climate 

formation 
jection data 
ulation 
 less winter 

er rainfall, or less spring snowmelt).  Precipitation trends in 
the climate projections would also be featured in the analysis, further affecting 

ulations, 
ario future 
 outputs 

h are used 
 modeling.  

 projections 
mptions 

sting historical 
sistent with 
Or the time-

and 
 Lettenmaier 

pment. 

gic simulation 
ervations 

thly 
ction into a 

mpled in the 
rical to future climate.  

For an historical period of the projection, the temperature and precipitation 
that have been 

Section 2.4).  
frequency 

ic 
or into 

Alternative 2 data development in several ways.  The first way occurs during 
hydrologic model calibration, where the model is parameterized to reproduce 
observed runoff when forced by observed weather during an historical period.  
The second way occurs during climate projection bias-correction (Section 2.4), 
where climate projection outputs are adjusted so that they statistically match the 
period-statistics of weather observations during a chosen historical period.  The 

 
In this alternative, both instrumental records and projected climate in
are represented in the planning hydrology.  For example, climate pro
featuring future warmer conditions would be input to hydrologic sim
analyses designed to reveal impacts to monthly runoff patterns (e.g.,
snowfall, more wint

monthly runoff patterns. 
 
This projected climate information originates from global climate sim
forced by either estimated historical atmospheric conditions, or by scen
(i.e. projected) atmospheric conditions.  Such global climate simulation
are translated eventually into projected basin weather conditions, whic
to simulate projected runoff conditions using process-based hydrologic
Such modeling reveals how changes in climate conditions through the
translate into changes in runoff statistics with time.  Water supply assu
associated with a future milestone year might be developed by adju
water supply variations to reflect such changes in runoff statistics con
the projected climate of the look-ahead horizon (Reclamation 2008).  
varying runoff projections themselves might be directly input to the planning 
evaluation as time-varying water supply projections (e.g., Christensen 
Lettenmaier 2007).  The technique demonstrated in Christensen and
(2007) was reproduced here in Alternative 2 hydrology develo
 
Data development for this alternative involves calibrating a hydrolo
model to reproduce historical runoff when fed historical weather obs
(Section 3.2).  Such a model would then be applied to translate mon
temperature and precipitation information from a given climate proje
corresponding runoff projection.  Depending on the time period sa
climate projection, the period of runoff might span histo

conditions are outputs from climate models simulating the past, 
bias-corrected to be statistically consistent with past observations (
However, they have not been adjusted to be consistent in terms of 
aspects like timing and duration of droughts or surplus periods.   
 
Instrumental records on streamflow are used to calibrate the hydrolog
simulation model. Instrumental records on weather observations fact
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third way occurs during spatial downscaling of these bias-corrected
projections (Section 2.4), where weather observations provide a repre
spatial pattern of temperature and precipitation variability that is incorpo
the procedure that involves translating the coarser resolution outputs o
climate models to a finer spatial resolution required for hydrologi
fourth way involves using instrumental weather observations to guide 
temporal disaggregation of monthly climate projections (that have been
corrected and spatially downscaled) into the sub-monthly weather serie
as inp

 climate 
sentative 

rated in 
f global 

c analysis.  The 
the 
 bias-
s required 

uts to hydrologic simulation (as described in Section 4.2).  The output of the 
simulation model is sub-monthly and can be aggregated to monthly or annual, as 

 from the 
or each 

ulation is set up and 
ate runoff and 

ences—are 
istics change 
cs through 
ction is 

lternatives 1 and 3 
idered 

lternative 
velope of 

gy will differ from that of the 
 Alternative 2, 
ences may also 

r by decade) inasmuch that the climate projection’s 

mate 

ection 4.3) 
lternative 1, and 
 Alternative 3 

then involves applying the stochastic model to simulate annual state, just like 
Alternative 1. However, Alternative 3 differs from Alternative 1 in that it involves 
applying the stochastic model to simulate annual magnitudes with magnitude 
information coming from runoff projections developed under Alternative 2.  
Magnitude information is sampled during a desired projection period.  For 
example, a pool of candidate annual runoff “magnitudes” is obtained from a 

desired. 
 
Alternative 2 involves considering an ensemble of climate projections
climate model’s simulated-historical to simulated-future conditions.  F
climate projection in the ensemble, a separate hydrologic sim
conducted.  Each simulation’s results are surveyed for basin-aggreg
are temporally aggregated into annual time step runoff.   
 
For each series in the ensemble, the climate—and thus runoff sequ
statistically non-stationary through time.  In other words, climate stat
through the projection, and that translates into changing runoff statisti
each climate projection in the ensemble.  The series of a climate proje
time-developing and with evolving sub-period statistics through time (i.e. 
statistically non-stationary).  In contrast, the runoff series in A
reflect a statistically stationary climate for the simulation periods cons
(albeit, with climate statistics representing either that of the past as in A
1, or of some future period as in Alternative 3). This means that the en
runoff variability of Alternative 2 hydrolo
instrumental record.  Just as climate statistics are non-stationary in
so are runoff statistics.  The frequency characteristics of these sequ
differ (e.g., varying by year o
characteristics differ from instrumental records.   

1.5.4  Alternative 3 – Instrumental Record, Paleocli
Proxy, Projected Climate 
 
This alternative involves blending climate information from instrumental records, 
paleoclimate proxy, and climate projections.  Data development (S
involves building a stochastic model similar to that featured in A
also completing all of the data-development under Alternative 2. 
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period-window of projected runoff magnitudes (e.g., given 10 climate projections 
and a 2010-2039 period, the pool would contain 300 annual runo
possibilities).  The choice of the future period-window is subjective in
demonstration, but in practice the future time period would be chose
future period relevant to the given planning horizon (e.g., a planning
concerned

ff magnitude 
 this 

n to reflect a 
 evaluation 

 about operational performance during 2030 might select a period of 

nsemble of 
d 3 runoff 

s are chosen for characteristics projected runoff characteristics in 
Alternative 2, and then used again as the sampling periods used in Alternative 3 

nce source not 
nd the 
rand 

 both 
idgeway, 

lue Mesa, 
 drove basin 

tude position and proximity 
to middle-latitude storm track), (2) tree-ring chronologies were available in or 

orate 
ed the 

gy for each 
nning 

ed spatially to 
ation involves 

more expensive data development and does not offer additional insight on the 
research questions being posed here.  Nevertheless, approaches for doing spatial 
and temporal disaggregation of Alternatives 1 through 3 are discussed in Section 
6.1; Null Alternative planning hydrology was already developed in at a desired 
level of disaggregation and has been aggregated for considerations here.   

2026-2045).  
 
As with Alternative 1, the stochastic model is applied to generate an e
runoff series.  Further, to foster comparison between Alternative 2 an
statistics, period

data-development.   
 

1.5.5  Case Study Basins 
 
Two case study basins are targeted in this analysis (Error! Refere
found.):  the Missouri River above Toston (i.e., “Upper Missouri”) a
Gunnison River above its confluence with the Colorado River near G
Junction (i.e., “Gunnison”).  Reclamation operates several reservoirs in
basins (i.e., Clark Canyon Reservoir within the Upper Missouri; and R
Silver Jack, Taylor Park, Paonia and the Aspinal Unit Reservoirs [B
Morrow Point, and Crystal) within the Gunnison]).  Several factors
selection:  (1) they have climatic differences (e.g., .lati

near these basins, and (3) they exist in two of Reclamation’s five corp
regions, which invited study participation from these regions and allow
study to involve a broader mix of Reclamation’s technical staff. 
 
As noted, the focus in this evaluation is to develop a planning hydrolo
of these reservoirs tributary basins on an annual time step.  In real pla
studies for these basins, the hydrology would have to be disaggregat
interior sub-basins and in time (e.g., monthly).  Such disaggreg
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Figure 1 - Location of Case Study Basins.   

Map shows locations of the case study basins.  Inset boxes show basin outflow locations (green 
ef), river channels (blue lines), sub-basin boundaries 

odel (Section 3.2, red lines), and 1/8° spatial grid 
t yellow 

1.5.6  Evaluation of Results 
 
As stated, differences in planning hydrology developed from these alternative 
methods will compared based on annual, basin-aggregate runoff properties.  
These differences will be characterized in several ways: 
 

circles), basin topography (shaded reli
featured in the hydrologic simulation m
boundaries delineating downscaled climate projection information (Section 2.4, ligh
lines). 
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• Annual runoff statistics (i.e., long-term mean, standard
skewne

 deviation, 
ss, backward lag 1-year auto-correlation, minimum, and 

maximum) 

 deficit possibilities, with 

nning 
to a onthly time step, and 

(2) establishing consistency between water supplies and other planning 
  

Alternative, 
ojection 

nary 
tive 

istically stationary 
f magnitudes, 
ded to contain 

n 
rmation is 

might be thought of as stationary.  However, as will be discussed in Section 3.1, 
the stochastic sequencing of annual state (i.e., wet or dry years), is designed to 
reflect the non-stationarity evident during the period of paleoclimate record.     
 

 
• Frequency characteristics describing surplus and

the latter being relevant to drought portrayal in planning. 
 

• Qualitative issues associated with (1) disaggregating each pla
hydrology to interior sub-basin locations and  m

assumptions, and (3) attaining stakeholder acceptance. 
 
The stationarity of statistical characteristics varies between Null 
Alternative 1, and Alternative 2.  Based on reviews of the climate pr
information considered, it is understood that statistics will not be statio
through the Alternative 2 sequences.  By comparison, the Null Alterna
features a single runoff sequence that may or may not be stat
through the sequence.  Nevertheless, the sequence, its distribution o
and the magnitudes’ frequency characteristics are collectively regar
sufficient variability for planning purposes.  Presence of stationarity i
Alternative 1 is a bit more complex.  The source of magnitudes’ info
constant during stochastic sequence development, so the magnitudes’ statistics 
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2.0 Data 
’s data-

dicated on Figure 2, 
Section 2.1 through 2.4:   

off  
 

As Section 4 will explain, datasets (1) and (3) were used for developing 
Alternative 1 hydrology.  Datasets (2) and (4) were used to develop Alternative 2 
hydrology.  Alternative 3 features a blended use of datasets (2), (3), and (4). 
 

 
This section describes preliminary datasets that were used in this study
development efforts.  The various preliminary datasets are in
four of which are described in more detail in 
 

(1) Estimated monthly volumes of natural run

(2) Observed daily streamflow and 6-hourly weather  
 

(3) Reconstructed annual volumes of natural runoff based on tree-ring records 
 
(4) Contemporary climate projection information   

 

 
Figure 2 - Analysis Schematic – Preliminary Datasets. 
The datasets numbered above are discussed in the following sections 
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2.1. Estimated Monthly Natural Runoff Volumes 

cal 
0-2002 (Figure 3, 

d in 
ice provided the 
Figure 4, 

ranslating 
reamflow data into natural streamflow data by accounting for 

estimated historical flow impairments related to water diversions, return flows, 
and reservoir regulation.   
 

 
Reclamation’s Great Plains Region Office provided estimates of histori
monthly natural flow for the Upper Missouri for water years 193
bottom panel).  The development procedures for these data are describe
Reclamation (2005a).  Reclamation’s Upper Colorado Region Off
same type of data for the Gunnison during water years 1906-2005 (
bottom panel).  Procedures used to develop those data are described in 
Reclamation (2005b).  For both basins, data development involved t
impaired historical st

 
Figure 3 – Upper Missouri – Null Alternative – Estimated Annual Natural 
Runoff. 
(Top panel) Circles show annually moving “30-year mean annual” runoff plotted at period-center. 
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Figure 4 – Gunnison –Null Alternative – Estimated Annual Natura
(Top panel) Circles show annually moving “30-year mean annual” runoff plo
 
In addition to showing month

l Runoff. 
tted at period-center. 

ly natural flow estimates, both Figure 3 and Figure 4 
ally moving “30-year mean 
 series more clearly 

istorical runoff variability on interannual to interdecadal scales 
(i.e., lower frequency variability).   

models 
ve 3.  Such 

tershed.  This is 
usually accomplished with the mass balance computed in a disaggregated fashion 
for a network of watershed sub-areas, from which runoff is accounted for and 
routed to downstream locations.  These models were developed and provided by 
the National Weather Service River Forecast Centers (RFCs) serving the Missouri 
Basin (MBRFC) and Colorado Basin (CBRFC).  Discussion here is only meant to 
recognize that historical observations of streamflow and station weather (i.e., 
temperature and precipitation) were used in the calibration of these models.  Prior 

show time-aggregated series of annual runoff and annu
annual” runoff.  Relative to the monthly data, the latter
illustrate recent h

2.2. Observed Runoff, Temperature, and 
Precipitation 
 
As Sections 3 and 4 will explain, process-based hydrologic simulation 
were used to develop hydrology data under Alternative 2 and Alternati
models simulate surface water mass balance over time within a wa

 14 
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to calibration, the station weather data were translated into mean-area t
and precipitation for each hydrologic model’s sub-areas for which mass
calculated (explained above)

emperature 
 balance is 

tion, these 
used in the 

ion 4.2).   

ed on 
ata 

ree-ring 
-ring 

ring the 
 annually.    
rsity of 

yoming State Climate Office (Appendix 

 confidence that 
ate stress on 

 suggest the 
e of surplus and drought spells during a pre-instrumental period.  This 

ater supply 
ility if: 

le-year drought and surplus possibilities 

m the 

ing chronologies can be translated into 
006) 

 this task, and 

 
f instrumental 

growth 

 
growth 

eriod of instrumental record in order to 
“reconstruct” coincidental runoff.   

 

                                                

2.  Besides their use in model calibra
“mean-area” observed temperature and precipitation data are also 
synthetic weather generation required in Alternative 2 (Sect

2.3. Reconstructed Natural Runoff bas
Paleoclimate Proxy D
 
Paleoclimate variability over each study basin was indicated by t
chronologies collected within the basins or in nearby areas. These tree
chronologies show how annual ring-growth varied from year to year du
trees’ life histories, thereby suggesting how climatic conditions varied
Tree-ring chronologies were developed by researchers from the Unive
Arizona, University of Colorado, and W
A).   
 
Use of tree-ring chronologies in hydrologic assessments implies a
the chronologies reliably reveal historical interannual patterns of clim
the trees.  In that sense, such chronologies are useful in that they
occurrenc
may be particularly illuminating for planning assumptions of w
variab
 

1. The concern is on multip
 

2. The chronologies suggest spell possibilities exceeding those fro
observed instrumental record.   

 
For hydrologic data-development, the tree-r
an annual series of reconstructed natural runoff.  Woodhouse et al. (2
provides an overview of several approaches for accomplishing
highlights a general approach that involves:   

1. Calibrating a multiple linear regression during the period o
record that explains annual flow variability based on ring-
variability 

2. Applying that model retrospectively to the portion of the ring-
chronologies preceding the p

 
2 This station to “mean-area” translation was performed using NWS RFC procedures (K. Werner, 
CBRFC, personal communication, February 2008). 
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For the annual streamflow reconstructions used in this study (Figure 5
6

 and Figure 
ues are 

is featured several key outcomes 
and datasets serving data-development in this effort:   

sed to 
ction models 

atural runoff volume, where “water-

r each basin.  
in the Upper 

 to create a water year runoff series from 1569-1997 (Figure 5) 
 1576-1996  

nual water year 
e reconstruction models 

of annual runoff calibrated “better” (i.e., explained a greater proportion of 
 the 

itive to the 
 a result, 

nerally 
cators of annual hydrologic “state” 

oodhouse 
ws are more 

ing any 

e annual 
 of hydrologic 
t the two states 

gnitudes 
 the other 

om panels of 
lls of 

relatively wet or dry conditions.  Comparing the annual runoff “state” series 
rs long 

reater frequency in the Upper Missouri than in the Gunnison (i.e., 
lower-frequency climate persistence was more prominent in the Upper Missouri 
than in the Gunnison).  As will be discussed in Section 4, these state series are 

                                                

), the underlying tree-ring chronologies and reconstruction techniq
described in Appendix A.  Briefly, that analys

 
• The estimated natural flow data described in Section 2.1 were u

calibrate the reconstruction models for runoff.  The reconstru
were built to estimate “water year” n
year” means October through September.   

 
• Multiple candidate reconstruction models were developed fo

Final model selections for runoff reconstruction were applied 
Missouri
and in the Gunnison to create a water year runoff series from
(Figure 6)3.   

 
• Tree-ring chronologies were also used to reconstruct an

precipitation.  Comparing calibration statistics, th

calibration data variability during the calibration period) than
reconstruction models of annual precipitation. 

 
It has been demonstrated that reconstructed flow magnitudes are sens
sampling and statistical method employed (Hidalgo et al., 2000).  As
their use has been met with some contention.  Nevertheless, it is ge
accepted that reconstructed flows are good indi
(i.e., whether it was a wetter or drier water year in the chronology) (W
et. al., 2006).  Further, it is generally accepted that reconstructed flo
reliable indicators of state than of magnitude (i.e., runoff volume) dur
given reconstructed year (Gangopadhyay et al. 2009).   
 
Following that thought, and given a preferred classification system, th
series of reconstructed volumes can be recast as an annual series
state.  For example, a two-state system might be delineated so tha
are split at the median-annual reconstructed volume.  Years having ma
greater than median-annual reconstructed runoff are deemed “wet” and
years deemed “dry.”  This type of classification is shown on the bott
Figure 5 and Figure 6, respectively.  The state series still indicate spe

between the two basins, it appears that spells of roughly two to ten yea
occurred with g

 
3 The end-year of the reconstruction is limited by the chronology in the reconstruction model that 
is the least up-to-date.   
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used to represent paleoclimate interannual to lower-frequency climate variability 
in the hydrology development for Alternatives 1 and 3.   
 

 
Figure 5 – Upper Missouri – Reconstructed Annual Natural Runoff.   
(Top panel) time series of annual runoff “magnitudes” (black line) and full-period median-annual 
runoff (red line).  (Bottom panel) time series of annual state defined as either categorically wetter 
than median-annual runoff (black) or drier (white). 
 

 
 

Figure 6 – Gunnison – Reconstructed Annual Natural Runoff.   
Plot data are similar to those shown on Figure 5. 
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2.4. Global Climate Projections, Bias-Corrected and 

uture 
jections” 
e based on 

enarios and not 
uture climate under these scenarios are 

labeled projections rather than predictions or forecasts.  This terminology is 
2007).   

 global 
ogramme 

MIP effort has 
ey et al. 
mental to the 
07) and 

ate models that feature coupled global atmosphere and 
mponents (e.g., 

 ice, and atmospheric interactions with land surface 
hydrology and vegetation).   

 Their 

issions (GHG) and 
 human 

vary from 
d global 

IPCC 2000). 

es that 
ays for 
ributed by 

3. Flexibility in specifying the initial climate-system conditions that initialize 
any future climate simulation.  For CMIP3 projections, initial condition 
estimates were generated for the start of 20th century climate simulations, 
and the end states of those simulations served as initial conditions for 21st 
century climate projections.  Given our limited observation of the 
distributed climate system during the 20th century (e.g., ocean depths and 

Downscaled 
Another type of preliminary data used in this study is projections of f
temperature and precipitation during the 21st century.  The word “pro
arises from how these future data are developed.  These future data ar
assumed future global human activities that affect atmospheric composition and 
climate.  Because these human activity assumptions are cast as sc
forecasts, the associated simulation of f

consistent with that used by the IPCC (

2.4.1  Global Climate Projections 
 
The regional climate projections used in this study were derived from
climate projections produced through the World Climate Research Pr
(WCRP) Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP).  The C
advanced in three phases (CMIP1 [Meehl et al. 2000], CMIP2 [Cov
2003], and CMIP3 [Meehl et al. 2007]).  CMIP3 efforts were funda
completion of the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) (IPCC 20
involved the use of clim
ocean circulation and a number of other climate-interactive co
atmospheric chemistry, sea

 
Many global climate projections were produced through CMIP3. 
differences stem from multiple: 
  

1. Scenarios of future atmospheric greenhouse gases em
resultant atmospheric composition, associated with possible
activity (IPCC 2000). Scenarios for future GHG emissions 
lower to higher emission rates, and are associated with assume
technological and economic conditions (

 
2. Ways to simulate the atmospheric, ocean and terrestrial process

determine “climate.”  It is evident that there is a multitude of w
modeling climate based on the variety of model structures cont
global modeling groups participating in CMIP3. 
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distributed heat content), multiple initial conditions can be defe
result, some CMIP3 modeling groups produced multiple pro
for a given e

nded.  As a 
jection “runs” 

missions path and model, where each “run” differs by the 

2.4.2  Regional Climate Projections  

rojections in 
oarse for 

  Addressing 
patially downscaled translations of 112 CMIP3 projections have been 

4 ive” 

f global 
igley 2004, IPCC 2007, Fowler et al. 2007).  The DCP 

archive data were produced using the Bias-Correction and Spatial Disaggregation 
( sses CMIP3 
proj
 

orrected.”  This 
e model 

wet, or dry.  
late 

ical observations.  
  

lso factoring in 

 user 
 At the 

istorical 
 This would 

be bias-identification “in the mean.”  This difference in simulated versus observed 
 to future simulated 

orrection in the mean.  Another more complex 
for the climate model’s unique 

timate wetter 

                         

initial condition. 

 
One issue not resolved with the CMIP3 dataset and global climate p
general, is that the spatial scale of global climate model output is too c
regional studies on water resources response (Maurer et al. 2007).
this issue, s
made available , referred to as the “downscaled climate projections arch
(DCP archive). 
 
A variety of methods can be used to produce downscaled translations o
climate projections (W

BCSD) approach of Wood et al. (2004).5  The BCSD approach proce
ections in two ways by: 

• Using a process where CMIP3 projection data are “bias-c
means that they have been adjusted to account for climat
tendencies to simulate conditions that are too warm, cool, 
These tendencies are revealed when the model is used to simu
historical conditions and then compared to histor

•  “Spatially downscaling.” This essentially involves mapping the bias-
corrected CMIP3 data to a finer-scale spatial grid while a
historical spatial climate patterns at the finer-scale grid.6   

 
On the bias correction step, options for how to proceed depend on
preferences for what tendencies of the climate model to bias-correct. 
simplest level, the user might identify how the climate model’s h
simulation period-mean differs from historical observed period-mean. 

period-mean could then be applied as a correction factor
conditions, which would be bias-c
approach would recognize desire to correct 
tendencies during wetter years compared to drier years (e.g., underes

                        
4 “Statistically Downscaled WCRP CMIP3 Climate Projections” at <http://gdo-
dcp.ucllnl.org/downscaled_cmip3_projections/ > 
5 See further discussion at:  <http://gdo-
dcp.ucllnl.org/downscaled_cmip3_projections/#Limitations > 
6 Techniques for accomplishing both steps are described at the DCP archive website <http://gdo-
dcp.ucllnl.org/downscaled_cmip3_projections/> and were initially introduced by Wood et al 2002 
and Wood et al. 2004. 
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years while overestimating drier years), or the model’s unique tenden
cooler years compared to warmer years.  Likewise, these tendencies m
during season or month of year.  Such considerations feed into the 
approach featured in BCSD (Wood et al. 2004), which

cies during 
ay vary 

bias-correction 
 is done on a month-by-

3 
ative grid.  
or 

common 
le conditions 

umulative 
apped” along 

tribution to the 
me-step 

valu
 

• Get uncorrected value for given location, and then get the quantile map for 
en climate 

e uncorrected value in the simulated-
 then look up the 

erved-historical distribution at that same 
quantile-threshold  

 the 

s 
xt of 

dynamical 
 and land-

07, Salathé 
method, is 

en 
iner-scale precipitation and temperature in the future will be the same 

 a GCM for the 
 these 

assumptions using historic data show that they appear to be reasonable, inasmuch 
as the BCSD method compares favorably to other downscaling methods (Wood et 
al, 2004). 
 
Table 1 lists the menu of CMIP3 projections represented in the DCP archive.  
They were collectively produced by 16 different CMIP3 models, each applied to 

month basis, and features bias-correction “in the distribution.”   
 
The BCSD bias-correction procedure first involves re-gridding CMIP
projections to a common 2° grid from contributing CMIP3 model’s n
Bias is then identified for a given projection’s variable (temperature 
precipitation), calendar month, and 2° grid location during a period of 
overlap (i.e., 1950-1999), where cumulative distributions of variab
are produced for both observed and simulated (50 values each).  Comparing these 
distributions reveals bias.  Combined, the observed and simulated c
distributions can be called a “quantile map” (where values can be “m
each cumulative probability quantile from the observed dis
simulated distribution).  The quantile map is then used to correct any ti

e of a climate projection using a three-step process:    

that location and for the climate model used to produce the giv
projection 

 
• Identify the quantile-threshold of th

historical distribution from the given climate model, and
counterpart value in the obs

 
• Replace the uncorrected value with the counterpart value from

observed-historical distribution6.   
 
The BCSD method has been shown to provide downscaling capabilitie
comparable to other statistical and dynamical methods in the conte
hydrologic impacts (Wood et al., 2002, Wood et al., 2004).  However, 
downscaling has also been shown to identify some local climate effects
surface feedbacks that BCSD cannot readily identify (Fowler et al. 20
et al. 2007).  Another potential limitation of BCSD, like any statistical 
the stationarity assumption where it is assumed that the relationship betwe
larger- and f
as in the past.  A second assumption is that any biases exhibited by
historical period will also be exhibited in future simulations.  Tests of
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[high]) 
ction includes 

0-2099 at 
ous United 

l climate 
s based on 
des, 

 the climate 
monthly and 

differ from observed conditions.  
However, the bias-correction procedure forces the simulated 1950-1999 period-

formation 
Figure 7 and 
mperature, as 

lly distributed by 
ecifically, the figures show median “period-mean 

change” in temperature and precipitation during four 30-year simulation periods 
 to 

ard wetter 
y 2070-2099 

k tendency 
r, it is 

ing line” 
al portions 

plying 
than over 

precipitation change north of the Gunnison (i.e., consensus being wetter) or 
southwest of the Gunnison (i.e., consensus being drier).  For temperature (Figure 
8), the projections suggest warming for both basins, and in similar amounts during 
future periods (e.g., roughly +6 to +7 °F for both basins by 2070-2099 relative to 
1950-1979). 

simulate 3 different emissions paths (e.g., B1 [low], A1b [middle], A2 
from at least one initial condition (i.e., run).  Each downscaled proje
monthly simulated temperature and precipitation conditions from 195
1/8° spatial resolution (approximately 12km square) over the contigu
States.  The 1950-1999 period of each projection is simulated historica
produced by the given climate CMIP3 model, where the simulation wa
estimated forcing of historical climate (e.g., solar input, volcanic episo
atmospheric aerosol conditions) and an estimated initial condition for
system (i.e., conditions around 1900).  Uncertainties in both lead to 
annual sequences during 1950-1999 that 

statistics to match those of observed conditions. 
 
The next series of figures characterize the body of climate projection in
over the study region, from simulated 20th to projected 21st century.  
Figure 8 show “median” changes in period-mean precipitation and te
distributed across the DCP archive’s 112 projections and spatia
downscaling location.  Sp

(i.e., 1980-2009, 2010-2039, 2040-2069, and 2070-2099), each relative
simulated 1950-1979 period.   
 
For precipitation (Figure 7), there appears to be a future tendency tow
conditions over the Upper Missouri (i.e., roughly 5 to 10% increase b
relative to 1950-1979).  For the Gunnison, there appears to be a wea
toward drier mean-annual conditions in the late 21st century.  Howeve
interesting to note that the Gunnison basin is located close to the “divid
(i.e., color transition from red to blue on the maps) where roughly equ
of projections trend wetter or drier.  This should not be interpreted as im
that projected precipitation changes are less certain over the Gunnison 
the Upper Missouri.  It only means that there is greater consensus about projected 
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Table 1. Available Downscaled and Bias-Corrected Climate Projections Data.  
SRES “runs" 1 Climate Modeling Group, Country  l (WCR

 I.D.) A2 A1b
Primary Reference Climate Mode

CM
P 

IP3  B1 
Bjerknes Centre for Climate Research  CM2.0  revik et al., 2003 BCCR-B 1 1 1 Fu
Canadian Centre for Climate 
Analysis  

Modeling & CM3.1 (T47)  1, 2, 3, 4, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 o and Boer, 2001  CG 5 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 Flat

Meteo-France / Centre National de 
Recherches Meteorologiques, Fr

CNRM-CM3  1 1 Salas-Melia et al., 2005 1 
ance  

CSIRO Atmospheric Research, Australia  CSIRO-Mk3.0  1 1 Gordon et al., 2002 1 
US Dept. of Commerce / NOAA / Geop
Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, 

h
USA  

-CM2.0  1 1 elworth et al., 2005 ysical GFDL 1 D

US Dept. of Commerce / NOAA / Geoph
Fl

ysical GFDL-CM2.1  1 1 Delworth et al., 2005 1 
uid Dynamics Laboratory, USA  

NASA / Goddard Institute for Space Stu S-ER  1 2, 4  et al., 2000 dies, GIS 1 Russell
USA  
Institute for Numerical Mathematics, Rus 1 y and Volodin, 2002 sia  INM-CM3.0  1 1 Diansk
Institut Pierre Simon Laplace, France  IPSL-CM4  1 1 1 IPSL, 2005 
Center for Climate System Re
University of Tok

search (The 
yo), National Institute for 

MIROC3.2 (medres)  1, 2, 3 1, 2, 3 1, 2, 3 K-1 model developers, 
2004 

Environmental Studies, and Frontier 
Research Center for Global Change 
(JAMSTEC), Japan  
Meteorological Institute of the University

itute
1, 2, 3 utke and Voss, 1999  of ECHO-G  1, 2, 3 1, 2, 3 Leg

Bonn, Meteorological Research Inst  of 
KMA  
Max Planck Institute for Meteorology, ECHAM5/ MPI-OM  Jungclaus et al., 2006 1, 2, 3 1, 2, 3 1, 2, 3 
Germany  
Meteorological Research Institute, Japan  MRI-CGCM2.3.2  1, 2, 3, 4, 5 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 Yukimoto et al., 2001 
National Center for Atmospheric Rese

A  
arch, CCSM3  1, 2, 3, 4 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7 1, Collins et al., 2006  2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 

US
National Center for Atmospheric Research, 

  
PCM  1, 2, 3, 4 1, 2, 3, 4 2, 3 

USA
Washington et al., 2000 

Hadl
Research / Met Office, UK  

UKMO-HadCM3  1 1 1 Gordon et al., 2000 ey Centre for Climate Prediction and 

Notes: 
1. These downscaled climate projections are from LLNL-Reclamation-SCU downscaled climate projections dataset, derived from World Climate Research 

Programme's (WCRP's) Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 3 (CMIP3) multi-model dataset, stored and served at the LLNL Green Data Oasis 
<http://gdo-dcp.ucllnl.org/downscaled_cmip3_projections/>. 
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Figure 7 – Projected Change in Precipitation over the Study Regions.  
Map data are shown as percentage change in 30-year Mean Annual relative to 1950-1979, 
computed at each downscaled location (Section 2.3) for periods:  (a) 1980-2009, (b) 2010-2039, 
(c) 2040-2069, and (d) 2070-2099.  Basin boundaries are highlighted (Upper Missouri as light 
blue, Gunnison as green); basin outflow locations are indicated by black circles. 
  
 

 
Figure 8 – Projected Change in Temperature over the Study Regions. 
Map data are shown as incremental change (ºF) in 30-year Mean Annual from 1950-1979, 
computed at each downscaled location (Section 2.3) for periods:  (a) 1980-2009, (b) 2010-2039, 
(c) 2040-2069, and (d) 2070-2099.  Basin boundaries and outflow locations are shown similar to 
Figure 7. 
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 DCP archive 
CP archive 

ated 
nario.  Figure 9 through Figure 

er Missouri 
.  Figure 

r the Gunnison 

 (i.e., 
th tury 

ean annual 
lly due to 

how the climate models provide different portrayals of natural climate variability, 
itial-condition 

wing the 
 precipitation 

 line within the 
or the 

’s 
nd this 
d Figure 8.  

ns through 

Gunnison.  Focusing on the 
boxplot outliers through time offers the additional impression that 30-year mean 
precipitation conditions could get wetter through time for both basins.  For the 
Gunnison, the dry side possibilities seem to decrease through time, but not so 
much for the Upper Missouri.   

 
Figure 7 and Figure 8 show change information representing all
projections.  However, this study only focused on a subset of D
projections:  the 39 projections reflecting climate response to a simul
historical appended to the future “A1b” GHG sce
12 show change information from this projection subset.   
 
Figure 9 and Figure 10 show how projection information over the Upp
case study basin, representing information from the 39 A1b projections
11 and Figure 12 show the same type of projected climatologies fo
basin.  Specifically, the figures show how either period-mean annual and monthly 
precipitation or temperature, distributed across the projection ensemble
boxplots), evolve during 30-year periods, moving from simulated 20  cen
through the projected 21st century.  For any given period, the 30-year m
or mean monthly varies across the projection-ensemble.  This is partia

and how the projections did not start from a common estimated in
for the climate system.     
 
Focusing on the top panels of Figure 9 through Figure 12, and follo
boxplot midlines through time provides a sense for trends in future
and temperature.  Specifically, a boxplot’s midline (i.e. horizontal
box of a boxplot) equals the ensemble-median period-mean condition f
period of that boxplot.  Thus, following those midlines through time reveals a 
trend future precipitation and temperature as indicated by each variable
ensemble-median period-mean condition. Trends from these figures a
projections subset are consistent with the trends shown on Figure 7 an
For precipitation trends (Figure 9 and Figure 11), the boxplot media
time suggest that wetter conditions would develop over the Upper Missouri while 
little change in precipitation would develop over the 
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Figure 9 – Upper Missouri - Moving Projected Precipitation Climatologies. 
Plot data show distribution of period-means (annual means in top panel, monthly means in bottom 
panel) across 39 climate projections sampled during the periods indicated. 
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Figure 10 – Upper Missouri - Moving Projected Temperature Climatologies. 
Plot data show distribution of period-means (annual means in top panel, monthly means in bottom 
panel) across 39 climate projections sampled during the periods indicated. 
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Figure 11 – Gunnison – Moving Projected Precipitation Climatologies. 
Plot data are similar to those shown on Figure 9. 
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Figure 12 – Gunnison – Moving Projected Temperature Climatologies. 
Plot data are similar to those shown on Figure 10. 
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3.0 Model Tools  
Two types of hydrologic simulation models were used to develop hydrology data 
in this study

ternatives 1 

sequences of hydrology that are statistically consistent with a reference 

ta in Alternative 
ction 4.3.  It 
 water 

d 

model can reveal runoff response to temperature and precipitation 
conditions that statistically change through time, like those associated with 
climate projections.     

 

 (Figure 13): 
 

1. The first type of model is used to develop hydrology data in Al
and 3.  It is based on stochastic concepts and computes plausible synthetic 

climate.   
 

2. The second type of model is used to develop hydrology da
2. These data are then used in Alternative 3, as explained in Se
is a process-based simulation and computes a time-developing
balance in the basin given an input time series of temperature an
precipitation and other basin characterizations (Section 3.2).  This type of 

 
Figure 13 – Analysis Schematic –Hydrologic Models. 
The two model types are discussed in the following sections, as numbered. 
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3.1. Stochastic Annual Runoff Model 

nning, 
e and sustained 

ends on 
tuations, 

.g., kinds 
ion) is 
ld produce a 

.  The instrumental 
losophical 

stic 
umption that 
ce 

 possible 
hin that reference period could have varied from 

observed conditions.  Following that assumption, stochastic modeling is 
off sequences that all represent 

runoff modeling involves:   

1. Choosing a reference climate period(s) having the runoff statistics that are 

2. Collecting data from the reference period(s) 

del (using parametric [e.g., Stedinger and Taylor 
996]) 

 statistics and 
lation characteristics 

 
s for planning 

ework was 
 and 3 

revious 
Reclamation planning efforts (Reclamation 2007).  It features a two-stage 
technique that allows separate reference climates to be used to first model annual 
hydrologic state (Section 2.3) and then hydrologic magnitude, or volume (Section 
2.3).  The choice to adopt a two-stage stochastic process in Reclamation (2007) 
was motivated by a desire to blend more reliable aspects of paleoclimate 
information from tree-rings (i.e., annual state information, Section 2.3) with the 

 
For some water system planning studies (e.g., drought contingency pla
evaluating the vulnerability of reservoir operating criteria to sever
drought), it is critical to understand how the system performance dep
water supply variability.  In these particular water system planning si
assessing water system performance under many variation situations (e
of drought and surplus periods, characterized by spell and accumulat
desirable because broader consideration of variation possibilities wou
more robust vulnerability assessment with respect to drought
record offers only a limited set of drought and surplus cases.  One phi
planning response is to enrich the set of possibilities through stocha
hydrologic modeling.  In general, such modeling is based on the ass
the statistics of a chosen climate and hydrologic period (i.e. referen
hydroclimate period) are preserved for planning purposes, but that the
sequencing of conditions wit

performed to develop a collection of synthetic run
the same reference hydroclimate.   
 
Generally speaking, stochastic 
 

to be preserved 
 

 
3. Building a stochastic mo

1982a] or nonparametric techniques  [e.g., Lall and Sharma 1
 
4. Verifying that the model preserves desired reference runoff

autocorre

5. Applying the model to generate synthetic runoff sequence
purposes. For this study, a nonparametric stochastic model fram
adopted and applied for data-development under Alternatives 1
(Section 4).   

 
The modeling framework chosen for this study has been applied in p
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most reliable historical information on annual magnitude possibilities (i.e., 
instrumental records).   

 in Appendix B.  
ents 

rest Neighbor 
erated state.  

ions are 
ns are:   

 
agnitude 

 

t  
 

ion possibilities must 
be m : 
 

nd (b) annual 
efine both (i.e., 
n would be the 

2. Number of categorical states that will be modeled:  Define two 
 being 

off from the 

 
ncies in the 

limate.  This means that 2-year state-transition sequences are 
probabilistically modeled.  In other words, during any given stochastic 

s year and 
erence 
ry (dd) 

(Appendix B).   

magnitudes from 
 year is the 

leading or following a year of similar or different state7.  For the Upper Missouri 

                                                

 
Mechanical details of this methodology and citations are outlined
Briefly, the two-stage methodology respectively features stage compon
labeled as a “Non-Homogenous Markov” state model and a “K Nea
resampling technique” to associate magnitude to synthetically gen

key model-application decisFor discussion purposes here, only three 
highlighted, along with examples for illustration.  The three decisio

1. Reference climates to define (a) annual state and (b) annual m
 
2. Number of categorical states that will be modeled (e.g., two-state system

like that shown on Figure 5 and Figure 6) 
 
3. How much “n-year” auto-correlation to stochastically represen

The second and third decisions set up how many state-transit
odeled.  To illustrate, consider the following example decisions

1. Reference climates to define (a) annual state a
magnitude:  Use climate of the instrumental record to d
for the case study basins, the reference runoff informatio
estimated natural flow records on Figure 3 and Figure 4). 

 

hydrologic states as “wet” and “dry”, specifically defined as
respectively wetter or drier than the period-median annual run
reference state climate.   

 
3. How much “n-year” auto-correlation to stochastically represent: 

Design model to represent lag 1-year auto-correlation tende
reference c

year, the likelihood of state depends on the state of the previou
four 2-year state-transition probabilities estimated from the ref
climate:  wet-wet (ww), wet-dry (wd), dry-wet (dw), and dry-d

 
Figure 14 and Figure 15 show how “wet” and “dry” year runoff 
the instrumental record vary depending on whether the “wet” or “dry”

 
7 The distributions of Figure 15 and Figure 16 are based on the full-period of reference 
hydroclimate.  These distributions would be sufficient for estimating static state-transition 
probabilities for homogeneous Markov modeling.  However, as Appendix B notes, this 
implementation involves non-homogeneous Markov modeling, which means that state-transition 
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(Figure 14), the magnitude of a leading year (left panel) varies slightl
following year state, which perhaps points to the tendency for two-yea
persistence in the basin.  Similar results were found in the Gunniso
Switching to the following year (right panel), the Upper Missouri mag
distributions for a following year’s state varies depending on th
state, which might be a reflection of both climatic persistence and t
characteristic effects of carryover soil moisture storage in the basin
dependence was not as apparent in th

y with the 
r climatic 

n (Figure 15).  
nitudes 

e preceding year’s 
he 
.  Such 

e Gunnison’s following year magnitudes 
(Figure 15).  

 
Figure 14 – Upper Missouri - Null Hydrology - Annual Runoff Dis
associated with possible Two-Year State Sequences.  

tributions 

(Left panel)  Distribution of first-year volumes associated with four two-year sequence 
possibilities:  wet preceding wet (pWW), wet preceding dry (pWD), dry preceding wet (pDW) and 
dry preceding dry (pDD).  (Right panel)  Distribution of second-year volumes associated with the 
same four two-year sequence possibilities. 
 

                                                                                                                                     
probabilities are estimated to change through time.  Such time-varying probabilities come from 
assessing distributions like those shown on Figure 15 and Figure 16 in a sub-period “window,” 
referred to as a bandwidth in Appendix B.  Refer to Appendix B for more information.   
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Figure 15 – Gunnison - Null Alternative Hydrology - Annual Runoff 
Distributions associated with possible Two-Year State Sequences.  

ed for both 
ual runoff 
ce climate, 

r Missouri 
e not shown 

wn for each 
ted to 

trumental 
cord.  It is possible for period-statistics of any single sequence to differ from 

s on how the 
statistics of 

re 3 and Figure 

riod-statistical 
aracteristics are 
 ensemble-
ord for mean, 

paring 
ngle 

e model tends to 
produce less auto-correlation than observed in the instrumental record (i.e., 
median sequence-specific auto-correlation being roughly 0.45 compared to 
roughly 0.55 in the instrumental record).  For the Gunnison, similar model 
tendencies were found (Figure 17).  It appears that the Upper Missouri application 
performed slightly better than the Gunnison application at simulating maximum 
magnitudes and positive skew.  The Gunnison application generally 

Plot data are similar to those shown on Figure 14. 
 
 
Using these decisions, stochastic annual runoff models were develop
case study basins.  The models were each applied to simulate 500 ann
sequences, each having a period-duration matching that of the referen
or period-duration of instrumental record (i.e., 73 years for the Uppe
sequences and 99 years for the Gunnison sequences).  Sequences ar
here.  Rather, period-statistical summaries of these sequences are sho
basin on Figure 16 and Figure 17, respectively.  The models are expec
produce runoff sequences that have similar period-statistics as the ins
re
those of the instrumental record.  Thus, a model-check should focu
median of sequence-specific period-statistics compares to the period-
the instrumental record (i.e., period-statistics of runoff from Figu
4).   
 
In summary, the models do a reasonable job of representing pe
characteristics of instrumental record runoff.  Some statistical ch
reflected better than others.  For the Upper Missouri (Figure 16),
median period-statistics are close to those of the instrumental rec
standard deviation, skew, maximum, and minimum, as indicated by com
the median line of each statistic’s boxplot distribution to the blue tria
representing the statistic from the instrumental record.  Th
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underestimated lag-1 autocorrelation (i.e., sequence-median auto-correlation 
being roughly 0.1 compared roughly 0.25 in the reference climate).   
 
 

 
Figure 16 – Upper Missouri – Period Statistics on Stochastically 
Annual Runoff reflecting statistics of the Null Alternative Hydr
Each panel corresponds to a giv

modeled 
ology.   

en statistic, and shows:  (a) distribution of how the statistic’s value 
varies across an ensemble of 500 simulated 73-year sequences that are consistent with climate 
from the instrumental record (blue boxplots, where box equals interquartile range, box mid-line 
equals median, whisker limits equal 5 and 95 percentiles), (b) statistic from the instrumental 
record (blue triangle, data from Figure 3), (c) statistic from paleoclimate-based reconstructed 
runoff (red circle, data from Figure 5). 
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Figure 17 - Gunnison – Period Statistics on Stochastically modeled Annual 
Runoff reflecting statistics of the Null Alternative Hydrology.    

tistic values are 
based on an ensemble of 500 simulated 99-year sequences. 

ion Model 

ip between 
ample, warmer 
d to 

rease 
uld likely 
ly leading 

recipitation 

ange over 
hanges would 

occur because the delay between precipitation input and output fate is affected by 
intervening hydrologic processes that manifest into basin soil moisture and 
snowpack conditions, and because warming is affecting these processes.   
 
Process-based hydrologic simulation models have frequently been used to study 
climate change impacts on hydrology and water resources (Vicuna and Dracup 

Plot data are similar to those shown on Figure 16, except that distributions of sta

 

3.2. Process-based Hydrologic Simulat
 
Under a changing climate, it is reasonable to expect that the relationsh
basin precipitation, temperature, and runoff would change.  For ex
air temperatures over a snowmelt-dominated basin would likely lea
proportionally more rainfall and less snowfall.  This would likely inc
rainfall-runoff volumes during winter.  In addition, winter warming wo
reduce the areal extent and seasonal duration of snowpack, subsequent
to reduced spring-summer snowmelt-runoff.  Given changes in p
regime and runoff response, it might be expected that the proportional fate of 
precipitation over the basin, as runoff or evapotranspiration, would ch
time (ignoring other fates, e.g., potential deep percolation).  These c
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2007).  Several types of process-based models have been applied in various 
western U.S. basins, for example:  

4) applied to 
an et al. 

nd Lettenmaier 
7), the Columbia-Snake Basin (Payne et al. 2004), and numerous 

al Weather 
g model 

tion and 

l. 2003)  

 The Water Evaluation And Planning System’s hydrologic module (Yates 
acts (Purkey et 

2008) among 

rced by an 
r balance 

 input weather is characterized 

ting water 
bala s-based models 

er

., 
face runoff) and 

transient water storage (i.e., soil moisture and snowpack).  

2. The model type must have already been applied and well-calibrated to the 
case study basins, thereby permitting this research demonstration to avoid 
the expense of hydrologic model calibration and verification.  

 
Given these criteria, two sets of model-applications remained as candidates:   
 

 
• Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) model (Liang et al. 199

investigate impacts in California’s Central Valley (Van Rheen
2004, Maurer 2007), Colorado River Basin (Christensen a
200
others 

 
• National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration-Nation

Service (NOAA-NWS)’ Sacramento Soil Moisture Accountin
(Burnash et al. 1973) coupled to the Snow17 snow accumula
ablation model (i.e., SacSMA/Snow17) (Anderson et al. 1973) applied to 
investigate impacts in the California Sierra Nevada (Miller et a

 
•

et al. 2005) also applied to study California hydrologic imp
al. 2007)  

 
• U.S. Geological Survey’s Modular Modeling System (Leavesley et al. 

1996) applied in Washington’s Yakima River Basin (Mastin 
other locations.   

 
These process-model frameworks are similar in that they (1) are fo
input time-series of weather, and (2) simulate the basin’s surface wate
through time in response to the input weather.  The
in space and time, which along with available information on basin 
characteristics, determines hydrologic model resolution for compu

nce in space and time.  For this study, various types of proces
e considered.  Several criteria guided model selection:   w
 
1. The model type must represent surface water balance terms (i.e

precipitation, evapotranspiration, surface and subsur
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• The University of Washington applications of VIC in the Miss
Colorado basins, which have served as seasonal water supp

ouri and 
ly forecasting 

tools in an experimental western U.S. hydrologic forecasting system8. 

tions of 
 2006), which 

e RFC operational hydrologic forecasting purposes in the 

MA/Snow17 
patial 

as to aggregate 
ects, including 

rological variables, disaggregation of soil 
ut or 

type applications 
calibrated to 

l-applications 
deep 
e in the 
f or 

 is supplied 
 the surface 
sin runoff 
s differ in 
a grid 
ts).  The 
ial grid of 

nto distributed 
rid (Maurer et al. 2002).  In contrast, the MBRFC and 

CBRFC SacSMA/Snow17 applications simulate runoff on a 6-hourly time-step 
eated sub-areas, requiring 

erature and 
ocedures (Werner (CBRFC), personal 

communication, October 2008).   

e process-based hydrologic simulation model. 

 

                                                

 
• NOAA National Weather Service MBRFC and CBRFC applica

SacSMA/Snow17 (Burnash and Ferral (1996) and Anderson
currently serv
case study basins. 

 
As for structural similarity between these model types, VIC and SacS
are consistent in that they each simulate surface water balance for a s
distribution of sub-areas and then route runoff from these sub-are
downstream locations.  The two model types differ on several asp
(but not limited to) required meteo
moisture zones, and treatment of potential evapotranspiration as an inp
computed variable (Reclamation 2008).   
 
As for the similarity between VIC and SacSMA/Snow17 model 
in the two case study basins, both sets of model-applications were 
reproduce historical streamflow conditions as observed.  Both mode
portray precipitation fate as only runoff or evapotranspiration with no 
percolation loss from the surface balance over time—water may resid
basin as soil moisture but eventually it leaves the soil column as runof
evapotranspiration.  In conjunction, the local surface water balance
only by precipitation and there are no simulated groundwater gains to
soil column.  The applications are also similar in that they simulate ba
through a routed network of basin sub-areas.  However, the application
terms of time-step choice and how sub-areas are defined (see Figure 1, 
showing VIC elements, red outlines showing SacSMA/Snow17 elemen
VIC applications simulate runoff on a daily time-step within a 1/8º spat
sub-areas, requiring station weather observations to be translated i
weather time series on that g

within a network of topographically and elevation-delin
similar station weather observations to be translated into sub-area temp
precipitation time series using NWS pr

 
Ultimately, a decision was made to use the MBRFC and CBRFC 
SacSMA/Snow17 applications in th
Three factors contributed to this decision: 

 
8 Applications described at “University of Washington Westwide Streamflow Forecasting System” 
at: http://www.hydro.washington.edu/forecast/westwide/.  Model described at “Variable 
Infiltration Capacity (VIC) Macroscale Model” at:  
http://www.hydro.washington.edu/Lettenmaier/Models/VIC/VIChome.html.   
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1. Previous Reclamation work has already suggested that the tw
types produce comparable 

o model 
annual runoff results given common climate 

projections (Reclamation 2008).   

CBRFC and MBRFC 

had received ample calibration attention at the sub-basin scale considered 

tion of the RFC 
us observed 

, 
ith RFC-

.  The 
f 

r the Upper 
 are shown for 

ed annual 
ed mean-
und to be 
own for water 

ual 
e larger 

o how the 
es unregulated flow rather than natural flow.  Natural flow 

represents adjusted gage data to account for reservoir regulation effects, historical 
stream diversions, estimated return flows, and reservoir evaporation.  By contrast, 
unregulated flow represents adjusted gauge data that accounts for only reservoir 

 
2. The project team had greater familiarity with 

SacSMA/Snow17 applications and their development. 
 

3. There was confidence that the CBRFC and MBRFC model-applications 

in this study9.     
 
Figure 18 and Figure 19 provide information related to the calibra
models.  Each figure shows a comparison of simulated runoff vers
runoff (i.e., estimates from the instrumental record, Figure 3 and Figure 4
respectively).  The simulated runoff is based on forcing the model w
estimates of distributed historical weather observations over the basins
figures suggest that both basin models generally do a reasonable job o
reproducing observed variability in monthly and annual runoff.  Fo
Missouri application (Figure 18), monthly and annual comparisons
water years 1979-2002.  The correlation between observed and simulat
volumes during this period is 0.97.  The ratio of simulated to observ
annual runoff during this period (i.e., hydrologic model bias) was fo
0.99.  For the Gunnison application (Figure 19), comparisons are sh
years 1976-2005.  The correlation between observed and simulated ann
volumes during this period is 0.98.  The bias was found to be 0.93.  Th
degree of bias for the Gunnison application may be partially related t
model simulat

regulation effects. 
 

                                                 
9 In retrospect, the second and third factors may have still led to use of the MBRFC 
model applications.  However, the first factor may have been inappropriately linked t
this study, which are relatively arid compared to those of Reclamation 2008.  Thi
recent work through the research project, “Reconciling Projections of Future Colorad
Streamflow” <

and CBRFC 
o basins of 

s is based on 
o River 

http://wwa.colorado.edu/current_projects/rcn_strmflw_corvr.html> 
that runoff impacts modeling is sensitive to model characterizations of intervening p
as infiltrat

which suggests 
rocesses, such 

ion, soil moisture dynamics and potential evapotranspiration.  VIC and 
SacSMA/Snow17 differ on these structural aspects.  These processes could be affected by climate 
change (e.g., response of potential evapotranspiration due to warmer conditions).  Different 
treatment of these processes by model type would mean different process responses to climate 
change by model type and thus different future impacts characterization.  Thus, it may be incorrect 
to presume that the two model types would produce similar climate change impacts just because 
their applications show similar calibration and validation characteristics under historical climate 
conditions.     
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Figure 18 – Upper Missouri - Process-based Simulation of Historical Runoff 
given observed Weather.   
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. 

 
Figure 19 - Gunnison - Process-based Simulation of Historical Runoff given 
observed Weather.   
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4.0 Methods  
Using the preliminary datasets described in Section 2, and the mod
Section 3, the Null Alternative hydrology dataset along with three alte
hydrology datasets were developed

els described in 
rnative 

 corresponding to the three alternative climate 
o

ate Proxy 
 

ate Proxy, Projected 

4.1. Alternative 1 - Instrumental Record, 

e-rings are 
t less 

dicators of annual magnitude.  Using the two-stage stochastic modeling 
framework (Section 3.1), state information from reconstructed runoff is blended 
in Alternative 1 with magnitudes information from the Null Alternative hydrology 
(Figure 20).   
 

inf rmation sets described in Section 1.3: 
 
• Alternative 1 – Instrumental Record, Paleoclim

• Alternative 2 – Instrumental Record, Projected Climate 
 
• Alternative 3 – Instrumental Record, Paleoclim

Climate. 

Paleoclimate Proxy 
 
As noted, it is generally accepted that reconstructed flows based on tre
good indicators of annual hydrologic state (Woodhouse et. al. 2006), bu
reliable in
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Figure 20 - Analysis Schematic –Alternative 1 Hydrology Development. 

4.1.1  
 
Ref he 
foll el: 
 

l 
  Use the climate data in the reconstructed record to define 

al runoff states on 
mental record 

during any specific year (i.e., the annual runoff volumes shown on Figure 
3 and Figure 4). 

 
2. Number of categorical states that will be modeled:  Define two 

hydrologic states as “wet” and “dry,” specifically defined as being 

 

Stochastic Model Implementation Decisions 

erencing model implementation decisions outlined in Section 3.1, t
owing decisions were made for the Alternative 1 stochastic mod

1. Reference climates to define (a) annual state and (b) annua
magnitude:
state characteristics through time (i.e., the series of annu
Figure 5 and Figure 6), and the climate data of the instru
(which is equal to the Null Alternative) to define magnitude possibilities 
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respectively wetter or drier than the period-median annual runoff during 
the complete reconstruction period10.   

present:  
cies in the 

ences are 
tochastic 

four two-year state-transition probabilities estimated from the reference 

 developed 
ences, each 

ecord (i.e., 
on 
 the Null 

quences would not be affected by 
the respective datasets having different sample durations.  (That said, Alternatives 

ions, so 

stics similar 
 on Figure 
lternative 1 

 and deficit 
 were also characterized; first by sequence, 

atter view is 
sumably feed 

semble of operations simulations, the results of which would receive a 
pooled evaluation (e.g., Reclamation 2007).  

ojected 
Climate 

 climate 
ating 
rologic 

 
3. How much “n-year” auto-correlation to stochastically re

Design model to represent lag 1-year auto-correlation tenden
reference climate.  This means that 2-year state-transition sequ
probabilistically modeled.  In other words, during any given s
year, the likelihood of state depends on the state of the previous year and 

climate:  wet-wet, wet-dry, dry-wet, and dry-dry11.   
 
As with the model demonstration described in Section 3.1, the models
under Alternative 1 were applied to simulate 500 annual runoff sequ
having a period-duration matching that of the period of instrumental r
73 years for the Upper Missouri sequences and 99 years for the Gunnis
sequences).  This duration was chosen so that statistical comparison of
Alternative’s and Alternative 1’s hydrologic se

2 and 3 planning hydrology feature hydrologic series of different durat
this criterion was not universally applied in the study.) 
 
Alternative 1 hydrology data were then summarized using period-stati
to those shown in the example discussed in Section 3.1 (and as shown
16 and Figure 17).  The period-statistics vary across the ensemble of A
sequences that were modeled.  In addition to period-statistics, surplus
spell and accumulation characteristics
and then in a pooled sense across the ensemble of sequences.  This l
relevant given that the ensemble of hydrologic sequences would pre
into an en

4.2. Alternative 2 - Instrumental Record, Pr

 
The purpose of Alternative 2 is to generate hydrology associated with
projections that develop and evolve through time.  This involves transl
climate projections into runoff projections using the process-based hyd

                                                 
10 For the second modeling stage when magnitude is associated with state, the candi
mag

date 
nitudes from the Null Alternative are categorized according to similar “wet” and “dry” state. 

definitions, but defined relative to period-median annual runoff in the Null Alternative rather than 
reconstructed record.  So, for example, when stage one simulates a “wet-wet” state based on 
transition information from the reconstructed record, a magnitude is sampled from the distribution 
of cases “wet-wet” cases characterized in the instrumental records. 
11 See information in Appendix B for how these transition probabilities are assumed to vary 
through time given information on lower frequency “state” variability in the reconstructed runoff 
record. 
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simulation model described in Section 3.2 and synthetic input weathe
cons

r scenarios 
istent with the monthly climate projections described in Section 2 (Figure 

21).     
 

 
Figure 21 - Analysis Schematic – Alternative 2 Hydrology Developm
 
For this study, 39 A1b climate projections were considered, each illustr
climate could evolve under the A1b GHG emissions scenario, but ref
uncertainties of climate model choice and estimate of initial climate sy
condition.  Each of the 39 projections includes a simulated-historical c
1950-1999 transitioning to a projected 21st century climate starting in 
(and differing from historical 2000-2009).  E

ent. 

ating how 
lecting 

stem 
limate from 
year 2000 

ach projection’s monthly temperature 
atistically 
n 2.4, bias-

stics associated 
with these simulated-historical climate projections should be generally consistent 
with the observed runoff statistics from that period. 
 
For each climate projection, an associated series of synthetic input weather had to 
be developed.  Ideally, the SacSMA input series of potential evapotranspiration 
(PET) also would have been adjusted for projected changes in temperature.  

and precipitation conditions during the sub-period of 1950-1999 are st
consistent with observed monthly conditions during that period (Sectio
correction discussion).  This means that the simulated runoff stati
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However, this adjustment was not made, following the approach used in 
Reclamation (2008)12.   

to satisfy two criteria:  

 in the 
ourly time-

e-step 
for the model’s topographically defined sub-areas where water balances 

e time-step and spatial structure of the climate 
spatial grid as 

 were 
generated. 

ssing 

s of 
rea within 

, the climate 

es) and sub-areas within 

ns then served as 
-cell temperature and precipitation time 

series intersecting a given sub-area into mean sub-area time series.   

 
cipitation 

f an 
sampling 

e series (from 

 
Synthetic weather series had 

 
• Be characterized in the time-step and spatial elements featured

chosen calibrated hydrologic simulation models (i.e., use a 6-h
step and be characterized as a mean-area condition during each tim

are computed). 
 
• Be consistent with th

projection data (i.e., monthly time-step and regular 1/8º 
described in Section 2.4).  

 
The following sections provide detail on how synthetic weather data

4.2.1  Synthetic Weather Generation - Spatial Proce
 
An area-weighted technique was used to compute mean-area time serie
projected temperature and precipitation in each elevation-defined sub-a
each sub-basin area (i.e., sub-area).  In the area-weighted technique
projections’ data grid (Figure 1, gray grid lines) was intersected with 
SacSMA/Snow17 sub-basins boundaries (Figure 1, red lin
sub-basins (not shown on Figure 1).  For a given sub-area, its fraction overlap 
with each projection grid-cell was computed.  These fractio
weights in the aggregation of multiple grid

4.2.2  Synthetic Weather Generation – Temporally 
Disaggregating Climate Projections 

In summary, this section addresses how 6-hourly temperature and pre
series are generated so that they aggregate to the same monthly series o
associated climate projection.  The technique involves historical data re
and scaling (or shifting) operated on the mean sub-area monthly tim

                                                 
12 As alluded to in footnote 9, the choice to follow Reclamation (2008) and not 
for this study’s SacSMA/Snow17 applicatio

adjust input PET 
ns was probably a poor choice given that the basins of 

this study are relatively more arid (i.e., actual ET accounts for a greater share of precipitation fate).  
PET changes under warming could be significant in these basins.  Hence, runoff projections 
developed under Alternative 2 and used under Alternative 3 likely feature overestimated mean-
annual runoff conditions through the 21st century as climate warms.  This interpretation issue will 
be revisited in Section 5.  Even though the choice to not adjust PET with warming affects 
interpretation of Alternative 2 and Alternative 3 hydrology on their own, it should not affect 
comparative interpretation of these two alternatives. 
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Spatial Processing above.  The technique is described in Wood et al. (2002) and 
Maurer (2007) and involves:   

 
• Progressing through a given sub-area’s simulated temperature

precipitation time series, 1950-2099, and assoc
 and 

iating a randomly selected 

th.   

monthly 
ng the above 
on.  Examine 

re and 
eds these 
 and 
onth (e.g., 

is section.  
 6-hour weather 

nuary 2031 
 January 

ean observed 
he observed 
tio of mean 

cheme of 
g issues 

observed months for 
 lly wet” 

sim me 
coh e month.  To 
add  

ulated 
s for that 
 historical 

 months, but 

• A wetness and warmth classification was applied.  For each month, the 
observed-historical value was classified into four categories:  wet-warm, 
wet-cool, dry-warm, dry-cool.  This created an annual series of month-
types for each month.  This classification was conducted for each month 
and for each sub-area.  Thus, when a relatively wet-warm projected 
January was encountered and needed to get a 6-hourly observed-historical 

historical observed month with every simulated month. 
 
• Shifting the randomly selected historical observed month’s 6-hourly series 

to match the month-aggregate value from the simulated mon
 
To illustrate, consider making synthetic 6-hourly weather for a single 
climate projection.  Each month’s 6-hourly weather is generated usi
procedure, applying it independently for every month in the projecti
January 2031 in the projection.  Consider a given sub-area’s temperatu
precipitation conditions.  The chosen hydrologic simulation model ne
values disaggregated into plausible 6-hourly sequences of temperature
precipitation.  The first step involves randomly sampling a historical m
January 1979), with some sampling constraints discussed later in th
The purpose is for January 1979 to provide a realistic sequence of
variability, but shifted or scaled to be consistent with the simulated Ja
month-aggregate condition.  For temperature, the observed historical
1979 6-hourly series is uniformly shifted by the difference in m
January 1979 and mean simulated January 2031.  For precipitation, t
historical January 1979 6-hourly series is uniformly scaled by the ra
simulated January 2031 to mean observed January 1979.   
 
There are some cautions when applying the temporal disaggregation s
Wood et al. 2002.  The cautions primarily focus on precipitation scalin
and, generally speaking, not wanting to sample “really dry” 
the purpose of generating a precipitation series associated with a “rea

ulated month.  There are also cautions about maintaining space-ti
erence of weather patterns propagating across the basin during th
ress these cautions, several resampling constraints were imposed.  
 
• Sampling was coordinated by month, meaning that for a given sim

calendar month, only the pool of observed historical sequence
calendar month were eligible for consideration (e.g., observed
“January” sequences could be sampled for simulated January
not others).   
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January, only the wet-warm historical Januaries were eligible to
sampled

 be 
.  From that limited pool of eligible Januaries, the sample was then 

random13.   

pled observed-

 observed 
ng ratios.  This 

-area’s 
es has a historical year-month with zero 

ible for 

 precipitation 
 conditions 
aid that the 

e most part) 
ficantly 

 Also, any exceptions to this are somewhat muted 
 runoff from the 
re sensitive to the 6-

ther characterization.   

n 

logic 
9 Alb climate projections into runoff 

 weather 
e climate 
ly and 

marized 
39, 2040-

statistics vary across the projections within a given period.  In addition to period-
s were also 

of period-
statistics and spell/accumulation characteristics from period to period indicates 
how climate change is projected to affect hydrologic characteristics through time.   

                                                

 
• To address the space-time coherence issue, the sam

historical month had to apply to all model spatial sub-areas.   
 

• A non-zero precipitation requirement was applied for eligible
historical months, avoiding the possibility of infinite scali
criterion combined with the previous bullet implies that if a sub
observed historical time seri
precipitation, then that historical year-month is automatically inelig
consideration in other sub-areas.     

 
The climate projection features a range of possible temperature and
months that mostly overlaps with the range of historically observed
(following the bias-correction described in Section 2.4).  It can be s
scaling aspects of this weather generation technique do not (for th
generate an envelope of synthetic 6-hourly conditions that differ signi
from the observed envelop. 
given that this study focuses on monthly to annual aggregate
simulation models.  Sub-monthly runoff results would be mo
hourly wea

4.2.3  Runoff Projections Ensemble and Evaluatio
Approach 
 
Alternative 2 hydrology data were produced by applying the hydro
simulation model to translate each of the 3
projections, each forced by a uniquely generated 6-hourly synthetic
series.  Each projection has duration of 1950-2099, consistent with th
projections’ duration.  The 6-hourly runoff was aggregated into month
annual runoff projections for evaluation purposes. 
 
As with Alternative 1, the Alternative 2 hydrology data were first sum
using period-statistics for four projection periods:  1950-1999, 2010-20
2069, and 2070-2099.  These distributions indicate how Alternative 2 hydrologic 

statistics, surplus and deficit spell and accumulation characteristic
characterized during each of the four projection periods.  Comparison 

 
13 Although after identifying common year-type classifications, historical sampling was this 
classified year-type was random.  Alternatively, a local-similarity technique might have been 
applied (e.g., k-Nearest Neighbor in temperature and precipitation space (Lall and Sharma 1996)). 
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4.3. Alternative 3 - Instrumental Re
Paleoclimate Proxy, Projected Climate 

cord, 

planning 
ate and 
 

s associated 
his produces a 
ility from 

n monthly and 

arming).      

ns 

Stochastic model implementation of Alternative 3 is very similar to that of 
s (outlined in 

Sec
 

l 
fine state 

te projections 
n period) to define 

e as 
ry,” 

he period-
d14.   

3. How much “n-year” auto-correlation to stochastically represent:  
(Same as Alternative 1) Design model to represent lag 1-year auto-
correlation tendencies in the reference climate.  This means that two-year 
state-transition sequences are probabilistically modeled, as in Alternative 

                                                

 
As discussed earlier, Alternative 3 development aims to produce a 
hydrology that blends the arguably more credible aspects of paleoclim
projected climate information.  Specifically, Alternative 3 blends state
information from reconstructed annual runoff with runoff magnitude
with climate projections and a given future period (Figure 22).  T
hydrology that represents interannual to interdecadal runoff variab
paleoclimate information, but also time-developing changes i
annual runoff statistics associated with climate projections (e.g., early spring 
runoff in historically snowmelt-dominated basins, due to w

4.3.1  Stochastic Model Implementation Decisio
 

Alternative 1.  The following model implementation decision
tion 3.1) were made: 

1. Reference climates to define (a) annual state and (b) annua
magnitude:  Use the climate of the reconstructed record to de
characteristics through time (i.e., the series of annual runoff state on 
Figure 5 and Figure 6) as in Alternative 1, and clima
(Alternative 2 runoff projections, and chosen projectio
magnitude possibilities during any specific year. 

 
2. Number of categorical states that will be modeled:  (Sam

Alternative 1) Define two hydrologic states as “wet” and “d
specifically defined as being respectively wetter or drier than t
median annual runoff during the complete reconstruction perio

 

1.   
 

 
14 For the second modeling stage when magnitude is associated with state, the candidate 
magnitudes from the Null Alternative hydrology are categorized according to similar “wet” and 
“dry” state definitions, but defined relative to period-median annual runoff in the Null Alternative 
rather than reconstructed record.  So, for example, when stage one simulates a “wet-wet” state 
based on transition information from the reconstructed record, a magnitude is sampled from the 
distribution of cases “wet-wet” cases characterized in the instrumental record. 
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Figure 22 - Analysis Schematic – Alternative 3 Hydrology De
 
In summary

velopment. 

, the Alternative 3 stochastic model primarily differs from that of 
agnitudes.  The 

 provides 
ed in 

point (i.e., 
eference 

ojections).  
ying the 
ojection 
s 

  1950-1999, 2010-
2039, 2040-2069, and 2070-2099.  Note that these periods were chosen arbitrarily 
for evaluation purposes in this study.  In application, the chosen projection period 
for magnitudes sampling would be influenced by the planning study’s look-ahead 
horizon (e.g., if an infrastructure proposal is being evaluated and involves service 
life through 2060, then perhaps a projection period encapsulating 2060, like 2041-
2070, might be chosen for sampling runoff projection information).   
 

Alternative 1 in its data source for specifying annual runoff m
ensemble of projected annual runoff of a chosen projection period
magnitude possibilities rather than the instrumental record runoff as us
Alternative 1.   
 
Alternative 3 represents blending a stationary hydrology view
stochastic modeling and representing variability and statistics of a r
climate) with a non-stationary climate context (i.e., transient climate pr
This is accomplished by choosing multiple projection periods and appl
Alternative 3 stochastic model for each period’s ensemble of runoff pr
data (pooled across the ensemble) during the period.  The same period
considered in Alternative 2 are considered in Alternative 3:
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4.3.2  Runoff Sequences Ensemble and Evaluation 
Approach  

1, the 
oviding 

 periods).  This 
d 

tive 
ving different sample durations (although comparisons with the Null 

Alternative’s and Alternative 1’s hydrologic sequences would be affected by such 

arized 
0-2039, 

tive 3 
d.  In addition 

stics were 
also characterized during each of the four projection periods.  Comparing period-
statistics and spell/accumulation characteristics from period to period indicates 
how climate change is projected to affect hydrologic characteristics through time.     

 
As with Alternative 1, the models developed under Alternative 3 were applied to 
simulate 500 annual runoff sequences.  However, unlike Alternative 
durations of these sequences matched that of the projection periods pr
magnitudes information (i.e., either 50-year or 30-year projection
duration was chosen so that statistical comparison of Alternative 2 an
Alternative 3 hydrologic sequences would not be affected by the respec
datasets ha

differences).   
 
As with Alternative 2, the Alternative 3 hydrology data were first summ
using period-statistics, and for four projection periods:  1950-1999, 201
2040-2069, and 2070-2099.  These distributions indicate how Alterna
hydrologic statistics vary across the projections within a given perio
to period-statistics, surplus and deficit spell and accumulation characteri
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s  
e three 
marized 

n evaluated for spell and accumulation characteristics for 

Table 2 provides a summary of annual period-statistics for each dataset and case 

 
rized for two 

re meant 
cs.  The 

ed 1951-1999 
 ending 

September 1999) should be close to those of the climate projections given 
50-1999 

999).  

The statistical information on Alternatives 1 through 3 hydrology data reflects an 
ensemble of runoff sequences and sequence-specific statistics.  The number of 
sequences of each ensemble is indicated in the third column of Table 2.   
 

5.0 Result
 
This section summarizes the planning hydrology developed for th
alternative climate information sets.  Hydrology data are first sum
statistically and the
multiple year periods.   
 

study basin.  For interpretation purposes, two notes are emphasized: 

1. The Null Alternative’s hydrology data are statistically summa
different periods.  The full period statistics are meant for comparison with 
Alternative 1’s statistics.  The sub-period 1951-1999 statistics a
for comparison with Alternative 2’s and Alternative 3’s statisti
latter is based on the understanding that the simulated observ
statistics (i.e., for water years, starting October 1950 and

that the climate projections were bias-corrected relative to a 19
calendar-year period (i.e., January 1950 through December 1
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Table 2. Period Statistics of Annual Runoff associated with Null Alternative and Alternative Climate Information Sets. 
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The variation of sequence-specific statistics is indicated in the colum
follow.  A statistic’s ensemble-median is listed first, followed by the
and maximum sequence-specific values listed in parentheses.  For exa
the Upper Missouri, the 500-series ensemble of under Alternative 1 pr
ensemble-median mean annual runoff of 4.4 million acre-feet (M

ns that 
 minimum 

mple, for 
oduced an 

AF); sequences-
.8 MAF.  

valuation of Upper Missouri runoff period-statistics leads to the following 
s

ternative 1 
native 

1 magnitudes 
tructed runoff 

ll 
d-specific 

 
ean of the 

 latter may be an artifact of not 
15

 is expected since 

ar for the Null Alternative 
hydrology, reconstructed runoff, and Alternative 1 (which features 

 The 
 reflects 

ydrology and 
Alternative 1  This is expected because both feature magnitudes from the 

r positive 
skew exists in 

g 
itudes.   

 
logy has more 
rnative 1 

ith both the 
Null Alternatives magnitudes and reconstructed state information reflected 

                                                

specific values of “mean annual runoff” varied between 4.1 and 4
 
E
ob ervations when comparing hydrologic alternatives.   

 
• Mean:  The Null Alternative (i.e., instrumental record) and Al

runoff means are similar when the full period of the Null Alter
hydrology is considered.  This is expected since Alternative 
were sampled from the Null Alternative hydrology.  Recons
mean is less than that of Null Alternative for both periods of Nu
Alternative hydrology considered.  Alternatives 2 and 3 perio
means, which reflect projected climate effects on annual runoff
possibilities, both evolve during the 21st century to exceed the m
Null Alternative hydrology.  Though, the
adjusting potential evapotranspiration with warming .  Alternatives 2 and 
3 have generally consistent period-specific means, which
they reflect common periods of projected runoff. 

 
• Standard Deviation:  Results are simil

magnitudes possibilities from the Null Alternative hydrology). 
envelope of variation broadens for Alternatives 2 and 3 (which
magnitudes possibility from projected climate). 

 
• Skew:  A weak positive skew exists in the Null Alternative h

Null Alternative hydrology, which has a “wet” skew.  A stronge
skew exists in both Alternatives 2 and 3. A weak negative 
the reconstructed record.  This skew may exist because tree-rin
chronologies are not able to accurately portray wetter year magn

• Lag 1-Year Auto-Correlation:  The Null Alternative hydro
positive auto-correlation than the reconstructed runoff.  Alte
hydrology seems to have positive auto-correlation consistent w

 
15 Referencing footnote 9 and discussion in Section 3.2, the decision to not increase PET in 
response to projected temperature increases was likely a poor choice.  As a result, mean-annual 
runoff estimates for Alternative 2 and Alternative 3 may be overestimated, and should be 
comparably overestimated given that Alternative 2 magnitudes are used in Alternative 3 (Section 
4.3). 
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tive 1 auto-
tructed 

y has positive 
itudes and 

ochastic 
orrelation is 

f the Alternative 2 runoff (by period) and reconstructed 

ull Alternative 
, which is 

 3 maximum-annuals 
e.      

ation of Gunnison hydrology period-statistics leads to the similar 
s  some differences 

as n

) and 

lternative 1 
.  Unlike 

is 
full period.  

hly similar to 
 increase slightly 

nd of the 21st century.  Though, as with the Upper Missouri, 
anspiration 
t period-

riods of 

 
similar for 
native 1.  
hich 

• Skew:  A weak positive skew exists in the Null Alternative hydrology and 
Alternative 1.  This is expected because both feature magnitudes from the 
Null Alternative hydrology, which has a “wet” skew.  A stronger positive 
skew exists in both Alternatives 2 and 3.  A weak negative skew exists in 
the reconstructed record.  This skew may exist because tree-ring 
chronologies are not able to accurately portray wetter year magnitudes.     

 

in the Alternative 1 stochastic model.  The resultant Alterna
correlation is in between that of the Null Alternative and recons
runoff, respectively.  By comparison, Alternative 3 hydrolog
auto-correlation consistent with both the Alternative 2 magn
reconstructed state information reflected in the Alternative 3 st
model.  Generally speaking, the resultant Alternative 3 auto-c
in between that o
runoff, respectively.   

 
• Maximum and Minimum:  The Alternative 1 and N

hydrology feature approximately the same range of magnitudes
expected since the Alternative 1 stochastic model sampled Null 
Alternative hydrology magnitudes.  Alternative 2 and
evolve similarly with time, increasing from the Null Alternativ

 
valuE

ob ervations when comparing hydrologic alternatives, but with
oted: 
 
• Mean:  Null Alternative hydrology (i.e., instrumental record

Alternative 1 runoff means are similar when the full period of the Null 
Alternative hydrology is considered.  This is expected since A
magnitudes were sampled from the Null Alternative hydrology
the Upper Missouri, the Gunnison reconstructed runoff mean 
approximately the same as that of Null Alternative during its 
Alternatives 2 and 3 period-specific means, which reflect projected 
climate effects on annual runoff possibilities, both stay roug
the Null Alternative until the mid-21st century, and then
toward the e
this result may be an artifact of not adjusting potential evapotr
with warming15.  Alternative 2 and 3 have generally consisten
specific means, as expected since they reflect common pe
projected runoff. 

• Standard Deviation:  As with the Upper Missouri, results are 
the Null Alternative hydrology, reconstructed runoff, and Alter
The envelope of variation broadens for Alternatives 2 and 3 (w
reflects magnitudes possibility from projected climate).  
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• Lag 1-Year Auto-Correlation:  The Null Alternative hydrology has m
positive auto-correlation than the reconstructed runoff.  Contr
Upper Missouri results, the Gunnison Alternative 1 hydrology
auto-correlation seems to be less consistent with the Null Al
more consistent with the reconstructed runoff’s state information.  The 
resultant Alternative 1 auto-correlation is closer to that of the 
reconstructed runoff.  Likewise, Alternative 3 hydrology has
correlation consistent with both the Alternative 2 magnitudes and 

ore 
asting from 
’s positive 

ternative and 

 positive auto-

e latter more.   

ull Alternative 
, which is 

ximum-annuals 
tive.   

hics to 
es in Table 2. Section 5.1 shows the Upper 

Missouri results and 5.2 shows the Gunnison results.  Results are presented 
d frequency (or 

ic Datasets for the Upper Missouri 

ows the 
p panel).  

ble translated into 500 sequence-specific probability 
density estimates (PDEs) of annual runoff (bottom panel); those PDEs have also 
been sampled by flow range (bottom panel, boxplots) for how density varied 
across the sequences at a given flow range.  For comparison, the Null Alternative 
hydrology (instrumental record) sequence and PDE are shown.  The reconstructed 
runoff PDE is also shown.     
 

reconstructed runoff’s state information, but resembles th
 
• Maximum and Minimum:  The Alternative 1 and N

hydrology feature approximately the same range of magnitudes
expected since the Alternative 1 stochastic model sampled Null 
Alternative hydrology magnitudes.  Alternative 2 and 3 ma
evolve similarly with time, increasing from the Null Alterna

 
Sections 5.1 and 5.2 provide more detailed discussion and runoff grap
compliment the statistical summari

separately for each basin, focusing on:  (i) period-statistics, (ii) an
spell and accumulation) characteristics.    
 

5.1. Hydrolog

5.1.1  Period Statistical Characteristics 

5.1.1.1.  Alternative 1 
For Alternative 1 (i.e., instrumental record, paleoclimate), Figure 23 sh
ensemble of 500 stochastically modeled sequences of annual runoff (to
It also shows the ensem
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Figure 23 – Upper Missouri – Alternative 1 - Stochastically mod
Runoff.   
(Top panel) Ensemble of 500 stochastic annual flow series (light green lines) and i
record series (blue line, Figure). (Bottom 

eled Annual 

nstrumental 
panel) Ensemble of probability density estimates of 

el.  Dark green 
nge.  Blue and red 

cord (Figure 3) 

odel 

).  The 
roduced 
E of the 
y noticing 
nerally 

e.  However, 
e 1 sequence might 

he reference 
  Figure 24 shows period-

gy sequence.  
 the Null 

Null 
nce statistics on 

 
Lag 1-year auto-correlation is influenced by both the state’s climate source and 
the magnitudes’ climate source, based on stochastic model design (Appendix B).  
Thus, the auto-correlation of the reconstructed runoff would be expected to be 
reflected in the Alternative 1 first-stage modeling of state, but then the auto-
correlation of the Null Alternative hydrology would be introduced during the 

annual flow (light green lines, associated with each flow series in the top pan
boxplots show how probability density estimate varied for the given flow ra
lines show probability density estimates for annual flow from the instrumental re
and reconstructed record (Figure 5), respectively. 
 
The top panel of Figure 23 shows how the Alternative 1 stochastic m
produced a range of annual runoff magnitudes that didn’t depart from the Null 
Alternative hydrology range.  This was by model design (Section 3.1
bottom panel of Figure 23 shows that the stochastic model generally p
synthetic sequences that had annual runoff PDE consistent with the PD
magnitudes source (i.e., Null Alternative hydrology).  This is evident b
that the PDEs in the Null Alternative hydrology’s bi-modal nature is ge
encapsulated and mimicked by the PDEs in Alternative 1’s ensembl
as with any stochastic modeling exercise, a specific Alternativ
be modeled in such a way that its PDE is fairly different from that of t
climate (i.e., the Null Alternative PDE in this case).
statistics from the Alternative 1 sequences, Null Alternative hydrolo
Alternative 1’s ensemble-median statistics compare well with those of
Alternative.  This is expected due to stochastic model design as the 
Alternative served as the magnitudes reference, and should influe
mean, standard deviation, skew, maximum, and minimum.   
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second-stage modeling of magnitudes.  The latter is because the mode
year” magnitude is a sampled magnitude from the Null Alternative hyd
where eligible magnitudes were weighted to reflect previous-to-curr
transition that was just modeled (Appendix B). 

led “current 
rology, 

ent year state 
 that lag 1-year 

riod 

ng Alternative 
a subject of 

ant 
uld be closer to state’s or magnitudes’ 

reference.  Results on this matter vary for Alternative 3 of the Upper Missouri and 
for Alternatives 1 and 3 for the Gunnison.     
 

Figure 24 shows
auto-correlation for the Upper Missouri River basin during the full-pe
instrumental record is roughly 0.55 whereas it is roughly 0.38 for the 
reconstruction period.  The ensemble-median auto-correlation amo
1 sequences was 0.48, or in between these two values.  It remains 
further study to understand whether, under this model design, the result
ensemble-median auto-correlation sho

 
Figure 24 – Upper Missouri – Alternative 1 - Period Statistics of Annual 
Runoff.   
Each panel corresponds to a given statistic, and shows:  (a) distribution of statistic values across 
the Alternative 1 ensemble of 500 simulated 73-year sequences (boxplots, where box equals 
interquartile range, box mid-line equals median, whisker limits equal 5 and 95 percentiles), (b) the 
statistic’s value from the instrumental record sequence (blue symbols, data from Figure 3), (c) 
statistic from paleoclimate-based reconstructed sequence (red symbols, data from Figure 5). 
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 projected 
rojections 
 the period 

30-year mean 
lots, top 

, along 
 full period of the Null 

Alternative hydrology.  Lastly, the bottom panel shows projection distributions of 

s from 
ader range of 

series to 
d 

s had been 
bservations 

semble seems 
ing historical 
is judgment is 

 runoff during the three 
xplot 

30-year 

than historical.  
uri that 

se results 

evapotranspiration in the hydrologic simulation in response to warming air 
unoff 

ation choice15; 
f Alternatives 

Considering mean monthly runoff through time (Figure 25, bottom panel, four 
periods), the results show increasing runoff during August through May and 

arming 
ring warming would 

tend to reduce snow accumulation and subsequent snowmelt volume during 

                                                

5.1.1.2.  Alternative 2 
Alternative 2’s hydrology reflects a blend of instrumental record and
climate information.  Figure 25 shows an ensemble of annual runoff p
from 1950-2099 (top panel)16.  This 150-year period is consistent with
for the climate projection information.  Figure 25 also shows how “
annual runoff” varies by projection and through time (i.e., the boxp
panel).  The annual Null Alternative hydrology from Figure 3 is shown
with the range of 30-year mean runoff within the

mean monthly runoff for four non-overlapping periods.   
 
Figure 25 shows the envelope of projected annual runoff possibilitie
simulated history to simulated future.  In the simulated history, a bro
annual runoff possibility is evident when comparing simulated runoff 
that of the Null Alternative.  This is the case even though the simulate
temperature and precipitation series underlying the runoff simulation
bias-corrected (Section 2.4) to be period-statistically consistent with o
from calendar years 1950-1999.  However, the simulated runoff en
largely consistent with the Null Alternative hydrology when view
period-statistics rather than historical single-year possibilities.  Th
based on comparing the distributions of 30-year mean
overlapping 30-year periods during 1951-1999 (i.e., first three bo
distributions starting from the left in the top panel) with the range of 
mean possibilities from the Null Alternative (e.g., blue area).   
 
Progressing into the 21st century, the envelope of annual runoff possibilities 
gradually broadens and drifts towards conditions that are wetter 
This is consistent with precipitation projections over the Upper Misso
gradually become wetter into the 21st century (Figure 9).  However, the
are also based on the simulation choice not to increase potential 

temperature in the climate projections.  It seems likely that annual r
possibilities are overestimated in the 21st century given this simul
but this should not affect research questions involving comparison o
2 and 3, as these alternatives will have the same bias in results.   
 

decreasing runoff during June and July.  For the summer decrease, w
would seem to be a significant factor, given that Winter-Sp

 
16 These runoff projections which were scaled to account for the hydrologic model bias for the 
Upper Missouri identified as a simulated-to-observed ratio of 0.99 in Section 3.2. 
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Spring-Summer.  Precipitation is also projected to decrease during June-July 
(Figure 9), which would also contribute to runoff decreases during those months.   

 
Figure 25 - Upper Missouri – Alternative 2 – Simulated Runoff Pr
(Top Panel)  Blue line is Null Alternat

ojections.   
ive hydrology.  Blue shaded area reflects range of moving 

ulated annual 
ative 2, corrected 
 mean-annual 
Panel)  Focusing 
r mean-monthly 

ulation 
choice of not increasing potential evapotranspiration in response to warming.  
Aside from that, other factors would seem to be influential, including warmer 
temperatures (year-round) and increased precipitation during October through 
May (Figure 9).  Ignoring the effect of precipitation increase, warming by itself 
would lead to proportionally greater fraction of annual runoff during Fall-Winter 
when precipitation would occur in greater fraction as rainfall rather than snowfall.  

30-year mean runoff values from Null Alternative hydrology.  Orange lines are sim
runoff projections consistent with the 39 climate projections considered in Altern
for hydrologic model bias (see footnote 16).  Orange boxplots show how 30-year
runoff varies across the 39 runoff projections during periods indicated.  (Bottom 
on the four periods color-highlighted in the top panel, boxplots show how 30-yea
runoff varies across the 39 runoff projections. 
 
August through May’s runoff increase is undoubtedly related to the sim
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onths and 
less snowpack accumulation.       

e 2 runoff 
.  For 

tions, as 
9., 
 historical 

deviation, 
little trend in skew 

rd the later 
istorical period (1951-1999), the 

1951-1999 
served 1951-

this result 
ic models 
rrect climate 
ranslate station 

d by the 
buted 
used to 

s-correct 
ather from 

tation for the 
 is significant because 

eather to 
aced by some 
e simulated 

ff.   

 instrumental 
 Alternative 3 

tions.  Figure 
shown as 

 range).  Figure 27 also shows annual runoff 
PDEs from the Null Alternative hydrology of water years 1951-1999, and from 
the full period of reconstructed runoff.  Focusing on how the Alternative 3 
ensemble of PDEs change from historical to future, results show that there is a 
tendency toward wetter skew, and an increase in median runoff (for the later 
future periods).  This is consistent with the Alternative 2 tendencies in annual 
runoff mean and skewness (Figure 26). 

This would generate proportionally more rainfall-runoff during those m

 
Figure 26 shows period-statistics for the ensemble of Alternativ
projections, the Null Alternative hydrology and reconstructed runoff
Alternative 2, statistics are computed for four sub-periods in the projec
listed in Section 4.2:  1951-1999, 2010-2039, 2040-2069, and 2070-209
Comparing how Alternative 2’s ensemble-median statistics change from
to future shows that there was a gradual increase in the mean, standard 
maximum and minimum annual runoff.  By contrast, there was 
through the periods, and the lag 1-year auto-correlation decreased towa
future periods.  During the overlapping h
ensemble-median of Alternative 2 lag 1-year auto-correlations was close to that of 
the Null Alternative hydrology (blue symbol).   
 
It might be noticed that the Alternative 2 ensemble generally exhibits a 
mean-annual runoff close to 4.5 MAF, which is less than that of the ob
1999 period (~4.8 MAF, based on Figure 3 data).  A likely factor behind 
relates to how historical meteorology used to calibrate these hydrolog
(Section 4.2) differed from the historical meteorology used to bias-co
projections (Section 2.4).  At issue are the procedures can be used to t
weather observations into basin-distributed weather.  The procedure use
MBRFC to generate historical 6-hourly weather forcings (i.e., RFC distri
weather) in each model sub-area (Section 4.2) differs from the procedure 
generate historical gridded weather observations that were used to bia
climate projections during calendar years 1950-1999 (i.e., distributed we
Maurer et al. 2002).  As a result, the mean-area temperature and precipi
case study basins differ slightly between the two datasets.  This
the hydrologic model is calibrated to correctly relate RFC distributed w
observed historical streamflow.  When RFC distributed weather is repl
other distributed historical weather dataset (e.g., Maurer et al. 2002), th
runoff can statistically differ from that of the calibrated historical runo
 
Lastly, attention switches to Alternative 3, which features a blend of
record, paleoclimate, and projected climate information.  Recall that
involves period-specific stochastic modeling, where magnitudes modeling vary by 
period and originate from periods in the Alternative 2 runoff projec
27 shows period-specific ensembles of annual runoff PDE results (
ensemble densities binned by flow
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Figure 26 – Upper Missouri – Alternative 2 – Period Statistics of Ann
Runoff.   
Similar to 

ual 

 sho ing how the statistical information varies with four periods:  one 
simulated-historical climate period and three projected future climate periods.  Each panel shows:  (a) 
distribution of statistic values across ensemble of 39 runoff projections (Figure 25) during period 
indicated (boxplots, where box equals interquartile range, box mid-line equals median, whisker limits 
equal 5 and 95 percentiles), (b) the statistic’s value from the instrumental record sequence (blue 
symbols, data from Figure 3), (c) statistic from paleoclimate-based reconstructed sequence (red 
symbols, data from Figure 5).   
 
 

Figure 24, but w
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Figure 27 - Upper Missouri – Alternative 3 – Stochastically m
Runoff.   

odeled Annual 

varies at given 
cally modeled 

 shown are the 
ine) and 

 
Figure 28 shows period statistics for the ensemble of Alternative 3 sequences, 
repeated for each period, as well as those of the Null Alternative hydrology and 
reconstructed runoff.  By design of the stochastic model, the Alternative 3 
ensemble-median statistics should be close to the ensemble-median statistics of 
Alternative 2 for mean, standard deviation, skewness, maximum, and minimum.   
 

Similar to bottom panel of Figure 23, each panel shows how probability density 
flow ranges (purple boxplots) across a 500-member ensemble of 73-year stochasti
runoff series, each having duration equal to the panel’s period duration.  Also
probability density estimates for annual flows from the instrumental record (blue l
reconstructed record (red line).  
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Figure 28 - Upper Missouri – Alternative 3 - Period Statistics of An
Runoff.     
Similar to 

nual 

 periods:  1 
 panel shows:  (a) 

led annual 
here box 

nd 95 percentiles), 
, data from Figure 3), 

(c) statistic from paleoclimate-based reconstructed sequence (red symbols, data from Figure 5). 
 
Results show that this is generally the case for each period (Table 2).  Taking 
auto-correlation and Alternative 1’s results into consideration, any period-specific 
ensemble of Alternative 3 sequences will be expected to have a median auto-
correlation resembling a blend of auto-correlation from the state reference 

Figure 26, but showing how the statistical information varies with four
simulated-historical climate period and 3 projected future climate periods.  Each
distribution of statistic values across a 500-member ensemble of stochastically mode
flow series, each having duration equal to the panel’s period of duration (boxplots, w
equals interquartile range, box mid-line equals median, whisker limits equal 5 a
(b) the statistic’s value from the instrumental record sequence (blue symbols
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ific 
e.  

een 0.33 to 
 (0.38) and 

iod-specific ensemble-median auto-correlations from Alternative 2 
(0.28 to 0.44).  

quency Characteristics (Drought and Surplus 

-statistical 
haracteristics in 

aracteristics are of great interest in water 
lus spell 

 and the intensities of both.   

equency characteristics were compared between four hydrology datasets17:   

18 

ternative 2, given future period, results pooled from the period’s 39 
projections 

T g their three future 
periods (2010-2039, 2040-2069, and 2070-2099).  Drought and surplus 
p s , where n = 1 or more years.  Two 
evaluations followed: 

 
se   

(reconstructed runoff) and from the magnitudes reference (period-spec
magnitudes from Alternative 2).  Results showed that this was generally the cas
The ensemble-median auto-correlation varied by period, ranging betw
0.37, which was close to the auto-correlation of reconstructed runoff
range of per

 

5.1.2  Fre
Variability) 
 
Results in Table 2 and discussion in Section 5.1.1 focus on period
aspects of results.  Such information does not describe frequency c
the hydrologic data.  Frequency ch
resources planning, as they define expectations for drought and surp
possibilities,
 
Fr

 
• Instrumental record, 1951-1999, 1 series 
 
• Reconstructed record, 1569-1997, 1 series
 
• Al

 
• Alternative 3, given future period, results pooled from the period’s 500 

series 
 

he Alternative 2 and 3’s hydrology were evaluated only durin

os ibilities were first grouped by n-year spell

• Assessment of accumulated volume possibilities by n-year ca
 

• Count of n-year spell instances by n-year case 
 
                                                 
17 Appendix A describes how well reconstructed runoff matches that of the instrumental record, 
but during the full instrumental record period rather than the water years 1951-1999 sub-period.  
The 1951-1999 sub-period was chosen for to permit comparison in this case of instrumental record 
runoff and Alternative 2 “simulated historical” runoff (reflecting the climate models’ frequency 
characteristics) during a period of common overlap; and, the data for Alternative 2 were not 
generated before 1950. 
18 The periods of tree-ring chronologies limit the periods of reconstructed runoff; the chronologies 
end in 1997. 
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For each, the definition of drought and surplus is relative, as each 
relative to the period-median annual runoff of the given hydrology

are defined 
or 

al for each series 
fic to each 

t is in 
 (each 

rmation) when scoping a planning study meant to 

ibilities 
es vary 
ve 3 is being 
  Surplus 
or n = “N-
year spell 
 the 

 indicated by 
9 through 

ternative 
d defining 
 annual runoff.  

ear 
cating a 
es.  In 

e 8-year and 11-year cases to 
indicate the accumulated volumes for each singular instance, respectively.  Doing 

eals multiple 
istributions of 

 
Rev

the alternative planning hydrology: 

er instances 
iven that 

 Reconstructed runoff and Alternative 3 datasets generally exhibit a similar 
-year spell 

year spell cases).  
ve 3 is based on stochastic 

modeling that is supposed to reflect some of the interannual persistence 
expressed in the reconstructed record.   

                                                

19.  F
Alternatives 2 and 3, this meant computing a period-median annu
in their ensembles and then defining droughts and surpluses speci
series.  Alternative 1 is not considered here because the study’s interes
determining the significance of choosing Alternative 2 or Alternative 3
involving projected climate info
account for expected climate change.   
 
Figure 29 through Figure 31 show results on accumulated volume poss
(and also spell occurrence, but not count of occurrences).  The figur
according to which period of results from Alternative 2 and Alternati
evaluated.  Deficit spells and accumulations are shown on top panels.
counterparts are shown on bottom panels.  When a boxplot is shown f
year” spells, this means that (1) there were multiple instances of the N-
in the given hydrology, and (2) that accumulated volume varied across
instances as indicated by the boxplot variation.  Single instances are
a single plot point (horizontal dash).  To guide interpretation of Figure 2
Figure 31, consider the example of runoff deficits in the Null Al
hydrology during 1951-1999 (i.e., instrumental record, Figure 3) an
deficits relative to the Null Alternative’s 1951-1999 period-median
This yields one 8-year deficit, another 11-year deficit, and multiple 1-y
deficits.  Figure 29 shows a blue boxplot for the 1-year spell case, indi
distribution of 1-year accumulation volumes across the 1-year instanc
contrast, the plot shows a single blue dash for th

the same analysis on the reconstructed runoff series (Figure 4) rev
instances of 1- to 8-year and 12-year spells, which correspond to d
accumulated volumes for each spell case (red boxplots). 

iew of deficits results from Figure 29 through Figure 31 reveals several 
differences in drought expression among 

 
• The Null Alternative hydrology during 1951-1999 exhibits few

of droughts than the other alternatives.  This is not surprising g
the shorter-period and single-series offered by the dataset.   

 
•

trend in median accumulation volume (across instances) with n
case (i.e. following boxplot midlines from 1-year to 14-
This is not surprising given that Alternati

 
19 Thought was given toward defining drought relative to period-mean, but given that there may be 
a skew in the distribution of annual runoff magnitudes, the period-median was chosen to 
categorizing equal-sized pools of surplus versus deficit runoff years. 
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 deficit (i.e., 
 the volumes 

ht years or greater from the reconstructed runoff and 
Alternative 3 hydrology. 

ell duration.  

ration.   
 

volume by 
on 
 the median 

., following 
hat Alternative 2 

rnative 3.  This 
ve 2 than in 

 (However, this does not 
necessarily mean that Alternative 2 hydrology would be a more 

3 

Similar comparisons are evident when examining surpluses results from Figure 29 
through Figure 31 (bottom panels),  Differences in accumulated volume 
possibilities for Alternatives 2 and 3 are somewhat more striking, especially for 
the two later periods.  

 
• The Null Alternative hydrology’s two instances of longer-term

8- and 11-year spells) had volumes generally consistent with
during spells of eig

 
• Alternatives 2 and 3 show different tendencies in possible sp

Alternative 2 (as sampled) had spells primarily of 1- to 9-years duration 
while Alternative 3 (as sampled) had spells of 1- to 14-years du

• Alternatives 2 and 3 show different tendencies in accumulated 
n-year spell.  Results from the overlap of common spell-durati
occurrence (roughly 1-year to 9-year spells), and the ways that
accumulated volume trends as spell duration increases (i.e
trend in boxplot midlines through spell durations) show t
trends toward greater accumulated volumes than Alte
suggests more intense drought possibilities in Alternati
Alternative 3 for the given spell durations. 

“conservative” hydrology for planning purposes as Alternative 
hydrology has longer, if less intense, deficit spells.) 
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Figure 29 – Upper Missouri – Frequency Characteristics – Accumulated 
Volumes in the Hydrology Alternatives – 2010-2039 period for Alternatives 2 
and 3.   
(Top Panel) For the given hydrology alternative (see legend), boxplots show how accumulated 
deficit volume (y-axis) varied across their spell occurrences for a given spell duration (x-axis, 
years).  (Bottom Panel)  Same as top panel, but for accumulated surplus volume.   
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Figure 30 - Upper Missouri – Frequency Characteristics – Accumulated 
Volumes in the Hydrology Alternatives – 2040-2069 period for Alternatives 2 
and 3.    
 For description of presentation, see Figure 29. 
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Figure 31 - Upper Missouri – Frequency Characteristics – Accumulated 
Volumes in the Hydrology Alternatives – 2070-2099 period for Alternatives 2 
and 3.    
For description of presentation, see Figure 29. 
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portionally 
 give 

-term spells.  
rams (i.e., 

 were then rescaled 
itted easier comparison of “count 

r the Null 
  Figure 32 

re 31.  For 
f record 

y of spells 
only offers 

rs a richer 
, the results 

its spells up to 
e possibilities in the 

reconstructed record.  However, the shape of the histograms on Figure 32 shows 
greater frequencies of mid-range spells (e.g., 3- to 6-year duration) in the 
Alternative 2 hydrology than in the reconstructed runoff.

The other evaluation considered how the counts of spells were pro
distributed across n-year spell.  In other words, does a given hydrology
proportionally shorter spells or provide a greater frequency of longer
The frequency evaluation proceeded by constructing frequency histog
count of spell occurrences by spell duration).  The histograms
so that they integrated to 1.  This perm
distribution shape” between the alternatives.   
 
Example results are shown on Figure 32, focusing on deficit counts fo
Alternative hydrology, reconstructed record, and Alternative 2 only.
offers some results similar to those offered by Figure 29 through Figu
example, the Null Alternative hydrology has a relatively short period o
and only one hydrologic sequence.  This limits the types and frequenc
that can be featured.  By contrast, the reconstructed record, which still 
a single sequence but features a much longer period of record, offe
portrayal spell duration possibility and frequency of occurrence.  Also
on Figure 32 similarly show that Alternative 2 hydrology exhib
roughly 9years duration, which is shorter than th
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Figure 32 - Upper Missouri – Frequency Characteristics –Deficit Counts 
proportionally distributed by Spell Duration.   
Plot shows histograms of spell counts rescaled so that they integrate to 1 across all spell durations.  
(Row 1) Historical results are shown for the Null Alternative hydrology (blue), reconstructed 
runoff (red), projected (orange), and Alternative 2 (Figure 25).  (Rows 2-4) Results are shown for 
Alternative 2 during the future periods indicated. 
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ison  

5.2.1  Period Statistical Characteristics 

ows the 
p panel).  
s of annual 

 range (bottom 
en flow 

range.  For comparison, the Null Alternative hydrology (instrumental record) 
sequence and PDE are shown.  The reconstructed runoff PDE is also shown.     
 

5.2. Case Study Basin #2:  Gunn

5.2.1.1.  Alternative 1 
For Alternative 1 (i.e., instrumental record, paleoclimate), Figure 33 sh
ensemble of 500 stochastically modeled sequences of annual runoff (to
It also shows the ensemble translated into 500 sequence-specific (PDE
runoff (bottom panel); those PDEs have also been sampled by flow
panel, boxplots) for how density varied across the sequences at a giv

 
Figure 33 - Gunnison – Alternative 1 - Stochastically modeled A
Runoff.   
For description of presentation, see 

nnual 

 the Null 
  The 
roduced 

 PDE of the 
t by noticing 

 
encapsulated and mimicked by the ensemble Alternative 1’s PDEs.  However, as 
with any stochastic modeling exercise, a specific Alternative 1 sequence might be 
modeled such that its PDE is fairly different from that of the reference climate 
(i.e., the Null Alternative PDE in this case).  Figure 34 shows period-statistics 
from the Alternative 1 sequences, Null Alternative hydrology.  Alternative 1’s 
ensemble-median statistics compare well with those of the Null Alternative.  This 

Figure 23.   
 
The top panel of Figure 33 shows how the Alternative 1 stochastic model 
produced a range of annual runoff magnitudes that didn’t depart from
Alternative hydrology range.  This was by model design (Section 3.1).
bottom panel of Figure 33 shows that the stochastic model generally p
synthetic sequences that had annual runoff PDE consistent with the
magnitudes source (i.e., Null Alternative hydrology).  This is eviden
that the Null Alternative’s PDE has a bi-modal nature that is generally
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is expected due to stochastic model design as the Null Alternative se
magnitudes’ reference, and should influence statistics on m

rved as the 
ean, standard 

deviation, skew, maximum, and minimum.   

urce and 
endix B).  
ected to be 
the auto-
uring the 

“current 
ydrology, 

t year state 
ag 1-year 
ntal record 

iod.  The 
 0.05, or in 

g similar results for the Upper 
Missouri (Section 5.1.1), it remains a subject of further study to understand 
whether, under this model design, the resultant ensemble-median auto-correlation 
should be closer to the state’s or magnitudes’ reference.   

 
 

 
Lag 1-year auto-correlation is influence by both the state climate so
magnitudes’ climate source, based on stochastic model design (App
Thus, the auto-correlation of the reconstructed runoff would be exp
reflected in the Alternative 1 first-stage modeling of state, but then 
correlation of the Null Alternative hydrology would be introduced d
second-stage modeling of magnitudes.  The latter is because modeled 
year” magnitude is a sampled magnitude from the Null Alternative h
where eligible magnitudes were weighted to reflect previous-to-curren
transition that was just modeled (Appendix B).  Figure 34 shows that l
auto-correlation for the Gunnison basin during the full-period instrume
is roughly 0.27 whereas it is roughly 0.03 for the reconstruction per
ensemble-median auto-correlation among Alternative 1 sequences was
between these two values.  As noted in discussin

 
Figure 34 - Gunnison – Alternative 1 - Period Statistics of Annual Runoff.   
For description of presentation, see Figure 24. 
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 projected 
rojections 

h that of the 
ean annual 
nel).  The 
 the range 

e hydrology.  
rmation, but rescaled (explained later in this 

section).  The bottom panel shows projection distributions of mean monthly 

 top panel 
d once to 

el indicates 
 mean 

oxplots of 
 of historical 

 Alternative 
tions were 
lated 

ated runoff 
rology runoff 
e of this bias 

 the hydrologic 
ctions, 

ather versus 
e distributed 

 spatially averaged over the basin, had 
 -3 percent during 

 mean 
 weather 

 from 
ults from the 
ident when 

rnative.  
This is the case even though the simulated temperature and precipitation series 

) to be 
 calendar years 1950-1999.  

However, when viewing the historical period statistics as a whole rather than the 
possibilities in a single year, the simulated runoff ensemble seems largely 

                                                

5.2.1.2.  Alternative 2 
Alternative 2’s hydrology reflects a blend of instrumental record and
climate information.  Figure 35 shows an ensemble of annual runoff p
from 1950-2099 (top panel)20.  This 150-year period is consistent wit
climate projection information.  Figure 35 also shows how 30-year m
runoff varies by projection and through time (i.e., the boxplots, top pa
annual Null Alternative hydrology from Figure 3 is shown, along with
of 30-year mean runoff within the full period of the Null Alternativ
The middle panel is the same info

runoff for four non-overlapping periods. 
 
To interpret middle panel results of Figure 35, first recognize that the
shows the ensemble of runoff projections that have already been scale
account for the Gunnison’s hydrologic model bias20.  But the top pan
that this does not completely remove bias in the simulated runoff period
during historical periods (i.e. Compare the three simulated historical b
30-year period means versus the Null Alternative hydrology range
30-year means.).  To remove this bias and permit better comparison of
2 hydrology to Null Alternative hydrology, the simulated runoff projec
scaled a second time.  The second scaling was done dividing each simu
runoff series by the ratio of the dataset “ensemble mean-annual simul
during 1951-1999” to the dataset “mean-annual Null Alternative hyd
during 1951-1999”.  This ratio equaled 0.80.  It is suspected that som
stems from differences in historical meteorology used to calibrate
model and historical meteorology used to bias-correct the climate proje
corresponding to discussion in Section 5.1.1 on RFC distributed we
distributed weather from Maurer et al. (2002).  For the Gunnison, th
weather of Maurer et al. (2002), when
period-mean temperature and precipitation biases of +0.6 ºF and
water years 1961-1999, both of which would promote the lower period
when forcing the hydrologic simulation model by simulated historical
that is consistent with Maurer et al. (2002).   
 
Figure 35 shows the envelope of projected annual runoff possibilities
simulated historical to simulated future based on the middle panel res
historical viewpoint, a broader range of annual runoff possibility is ev
comparing simulated runoff series of Alternative 2 to that of the Null Alte

underlying the runoff simulations had been bias-corrected (Section 2.4
period-statistically consistent with observations from

 
20 These runoff projections were scaled to account for the hydrologic model bias for the Gunnison 
and are identified as a simulated-to-observed ratio of 0.93 in Section 3.2 
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consistent with the Null Alternative hydrology.  This judgment is base
comparing the distributions of the 30-year mean runoff from Alternativ
the three overlapping 30-year periods between 1951-1999 (i.e., fir
distributions starting from the left in the top panel) wi

d on 
e 2 during 

st three boxplot 
th the range of 30-year 

gradually 
mean 

 through the 21st 
over the Gunnison 

e late 21st 
tial 

ed in 

15; 
research questions involved in comparing Alternatives 2 

and 3, which will both have the same overestimations as they have the same bias 
in results. 
 

mean possibilities from the Null Alternative (e.g., blue area).   
 
The envelope of annual runoff possibilities from the historical period 
broadens as the projections progress into the 21st century.  The period-
annual runoff stays roughly consistent from the historical period
century.  This is consistent with how precipitation projections 
also appear to trend along “no change” from historical through th
century (Figure 11).  However, this result is also based on how poten
evapotranspiration in the hydrologic simulation model was not increas
response to warmer air temperature.  It seems likely that annual runoff 
possibilities are overestimated in the 21st century given this simulation choice
but this should not affect 
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Figure 35 - Gunnison – Alternative 2 – Simulated Runoff Proj
(Top and bottom panels) For description of presentation, see 

ections.   
)  Same as 

Changes in mean monthly runoff through time are shown on Figure 35, bottom 
panel, through four non-overlapping periods.  Results show increases during 
October through April, decreases during May through July, and little change 
during August through September.  For the Spring-Summer decrease, warming 
during Fall-Spring (Figure 12) would seem to be a significant factor, as discussed 
to explain similar decreases in the Upper Missouri (Section 5.1.1).  Precipitation 

Figure 25.  (Middle panel
top panel, but with simulated runoff scaled a second time, as discussed in the text. 
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is also projected to decrease during May and June (Figure 11), which w
contribute to runoff decreases during those months.  In October throu
runoff increase is undoubtedly related to the simulation choice of 
potential evapotranspiration in response to warming.  Aside from that,
factors would seem to be influential, including warmer temperatures (y
and increased precipitation during October through April (

ould also 
gh April, the 

not increasing 
 other 
ear-round) 

), which leads 
for the Upper Missouri results (Section 

unoff 
noff.  For 

Alternative 2, statistics are computed for four sub-periods in the projections, as 
listed in Section 4.2:  1951-1999, 2010-2039, 2040-2069, and 2070-2099.   

Figure 11
to similar runoff response as discussed 
5.1.1)21.   
 
Figure 36 shows period-statistics for the ensemble of Alternative 2 r
projections, the Null Alternative hydrology, and reconstructed ru

                                                 
21 Projected trends in monthly runoff for the Upper Missouri and Gunnison basins, are generally 
consistent, except that the spell of monthly runoff increase seems to be slightly longer for the 

ay relate to the two 
set up by 

pacity 
vecting into the 

reby providing 

s.”  Some 
e 

 would result in a greater flux of falling 
ones of 
 and near these 

outhwest, 
ey Cell could also 

ination of the two 
 

d away from 
rom the sub-

ontrast, the 
ore influence 

ual 
nd roughly no change for the Gunnison.  

Competition between these two effects could also vary by season.  Middle-latitude storm track 
influence may drift more southerly during Winter and early Spring (thereby affecting both basins), 
whereas a sub-tropical subsidence zone broadening may be more influential during Spring and 
Summer and have precipitation-suppression effects on both basins, but more so in the more 
southerly-located Gunnison.  In any case, these are only conceptual explanations at this time.  
More research is required to understand and anticipate how global warming should translate into 
regional precipitation changes for western U.S. basins. 

Upper Missouri (August-May) than for the Gunnison (October-April).  This m
basins’ geographic proximity to two regional circulation effects that are thought to be 
future global warming (IPCC 2007 and  Seager et al. 2007).   
 
The first effect might be labeled “wetter storms.”  Atmospheric moisture-holding ca
increases with warmer air temperature.  This means that Winter-Spring storms ad
western U.S. from the North Pacific may be laced with additional moisture, and the
more precipitation over locations where precipitation is going to occur.   
 
The second effect might be labeled “Hadley Expansion and broader Subsidence Zone
theorize that warmer air temperatures over the equatorial latitudes could invigorate th
atmospheric Hadley Circulation (Hartmann 1994), which
air over sub-tropical latitudes.  This would broaden the latitudinal sub-tropical z
atmospheric subsidence (Seager et al. 2007) and further suppress precipitation in
areas of subsidence, which generally coincide with large desert regions (e.g., American S
Sahara, etc).  As a related phenomenon, an invigorated poleward roll of the Hadl
result in a poleward displacement of middle-latitude storm tracks.   
 
Depending on the location of a basin relative to the second effect, the comb
effects could promote runoff increase if the wetter storm track is placed over the basin more
frequently.  It could also promote runoff decrease if the wetter storm track is displace
the basin relative to historical conditions.  The Upper Missouri is located further f
tropics, and therefore might be influenced more by “wetter storms” effect.  In c
Gunnison is located closer to the sub-tropics, perhaps receiving proportionally m
from the second effect and less from the first.  This may help explain projected ann
precipitation increase for the Upper Missouri a
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Figure 36 - Gunnison – Alternative 2 - Period Statistics of Annua
For description of presentation, see

l Runoff.   
 Figure 26.   

 
Comparing Alternative 2’s ensemble-median statistics of Alternative 2 from 
historical to future shows a slight increase in the mean and maximum annual 
runoff near the end of the century, with simulation caveats noted15.  By contrast, 
there was little trend standard deviation, skew, auto-correlation, and minimum 
annual flow through the periods.     
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w range).  
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ff.  
 shows a 

d an increase in 
tive 2’s 

anel).  

quences, 
ology and 

ative 3 
atistics of 

d minimum.  
e 2).  Taking 

d-specific 

rence 
pecific 

s from Alternative 2).  Results showed that this was generally the case.  
The ensemble-median auto-correlation varied by period, ranging from 0.08 to 
0.10, which was close to the auto-correlation of reconstructed runoff (0.03) and 
range of period-specific ensemble-median auto-correlations from Alternative 2 
(0.18 to 0.22).

5.2.1.3.  Alternative 3 
Alternative 3 features a blend of instrumental record, paleoclimate, an
climate information.  Alternative 3 involves period-specific stochastic
where magnitudes’ modeling varies by period and originates from pe
Alternative 2 runoff projections.  Figure 37 shows period-specific ense
annual runoff PDE results (shown as ensemble densities binned by flo
Figure 37 also shows annual runoff PDEs from the Null Alternat
water years 1951-1999, and from the full period of reconstructed runo
Comparing Alternative 3’s historical and future ensemble of PDEs
tendency toward wetter skew starting early in the 21st century an
median runoff later in the century.  This is consistent with the Alterna
tendencies in annual runoff mean and skewness (Figure 36, middle p
 
Figure 38 shows period statistics for the ensemble of Alternative 3 se
repeated for each period, as well as those of the Null Alternative hydr
reconstructed runoff.  By the stochastic model’s design, the Altern
ensemble-median statistics should be close to the ensemble-median st
Alternative 2 for mean, standard deviation, skewness, maximum, an
Results show that this is generally the case for each period (Tabl
autocorrelation and Alternative 1’s result into consideration,  any perio
ensemble of Alternative 3 sequences would be expected to have a median auto-
correlation resembling a blend of auto-correlation from the state refe
(reconstructed runoff) and from the magnitudes’ reference (period-s
magnitude
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Figure 37 - Gunnison – Alternative 3 – Stochastically modeled Annual 
Runoff.   
Similar to presentation of results for Upper Missouri on Figure 23. 
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Figure 38 - Gunnison – Alternative 3 – Period Statistics of Annual Runoff.     
For description of presentation, see Figure 28. 

Surplus 

 
Results in Table 2 and discussion in Section 5.1.1 focus on period-statistical 
aspects of results.  Such information does not describe frequency characteristics in 
the hydrologic data.  Frequency characteristics are of great interest in water 
resources planning, as they define expectations for drought and surplus spell 
possibilities, and the intensities of both.   
 

 

5.2.2  Frequency Characteristics (Drought and 
Variability) 
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asets in the 
uri results 

ructed runoff, 
-specific hydrology from Alternatives 2 and 3).  Evaluations were 

conducted on: 

ssibilities by n-year case  
 

 surplus in the 
 given 
1 is not 
ance of 

 these alternatives involve  projected 
dy meant to 

 show results on accumulated volume possibilities 

 interpretation 

R v eral 
diff ve planning hydrology:   

 
er types of 
n that the 

 Reconstructed runoff and Alternative 3 datasets generally exhibit a similar 
 n-year spell 

r spell cases).  
 29 through 

 
ssible spell 
ve (albeit 

he 2070-2099 
 Alternative 

3 featured longer spell durations than Alternative 2.   
 

• Alternative 2 and Alternative 3 show similar tendencies in accumulated 
volume by n-year spell.  Alternatives 2 and 3 have similar accumulated 
volume possibilities as shown by comparisons of median accumulated 
volume trends as spell duration increases (i.e., following trend in boxplot 

Frequency characteristics were compared between four hydrology dat
Gunnison, using the same approach as discussed for the Upper Misso
(Section 5.1.1, comparison of Null Alternative hydrology, reconst
and period

 
• Assessment of accumulated volume po

• Count of n-year spell instances by n-year case 
 
As with the Upper Missouri evaluations, definition of drought and
Gunnison basin is relative to the period-median annual runoff of the
hydrology.  Also as with the Upper Missouri evaluation, Alternative 
considered here because the study focuses on determining the signific
choosing Alternative 2 or Alternative 3, as
climate information and would be used when scoping a planning stu
account for both expected climate change.   
 
Figure 39 through Figure 41
(and also spell occurrences, but not count of occurrences).  See introductory 
discussion in Section 5.1.2 on Figure 29 through Figure 31 to guide

Figure 39 through Figure 41.   of 
 

e iew of deficits results from Figure 39 through Figure 41 shows sev
erences in drought expression among the alternati

• The Null Alternative hydrology during 1951-1999 exhibits few
droughts than the other alternatives.  This is not surprising give
shorter-period and single-series offered by the dataset. 

 
•

trend in median accumulation volume (across instances) with
case (i.e., following boxplot midlines from 1-year to 14-yea
This is similar to results found for the Upper Missouri (Figure
Figure 31).   

• Alternative 2 and Alternative 3 show similar tendencies in po
duration.  The upper limit is roughly 8 years in each alternati
with perhaps greater spell duration in Alternative 3 during t
period).  This contrasts with the Upper Missouri results where
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midlines through spell durations).  This suggests that drought portrayals in 
Alternatives 2 and 3 would be similar at given spell durations.   

ttom panels) 
 2 and 3 for the 

ison.  These differences are similar to found in the Upper Missouri 
results.   

 

 
Review of surpluses results from Figure 39 through Figure 41 (bo
show differences between surplus possibilities in Alternatives
Gunn
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Figure 39 - Gunnison – Frequency Characteristics – Accumulated Volumes 
in the Hydrology Alternatives – 2010-2039 period for Alternatives 2 and 3.   
For description of presentation, see Figure 29. 
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Figure 40 - Gunnison – Frequency Characteristics – Accumulated Volumes 
in the Hydrology Alternatives – 2040-2069 period for Alternatives 2 and 3.   
For description of presentation, see Figure 30. 
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Figure 41 - Gunnison – Frequency Characteristics – Accumulated Volumes 
in the Hydrology Alternatives – 2070-2099 period for Alternatives 2 and 3.    
For description of presentation, see Figure 31. 
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The other frequency evaluation considered how the counts of spe
proportionally distributed across n-year spell.  In other words, does a
hydrology provide proportionally shorter spells or a greater frequen
term spells?  The evaluation proceeded by constructing frequency h
(i.e., count of spell occurrences by spell duration).  The histograms we
rescaled so that they integrated to 1.  T

lls were 
 given 

cy of longer-
istograms 

re then 
his permitted easier comparison of “count 

r the Null 
  Figure 42 

 Figure 41.  
uration and 

y of spells that 
offers a 
icher 

lso, the 
 exhibits spells up 

 the 
ows that the 

(e.g., 3- to 6-year duration) is similar in the 
Alternative 2 hydrology and reconstructed runoff, which contrasts with Upper 
Missouri results where there were proportionally greater counts of mid-range 
spells in the Alternative 2 hydrology.

distribution shape” between the alternatives.   
 
Example results are shown on Figure 42, focusing on deficit counts fo
Alternative hydrology, reconstructed record, and Alternative 2 only.
offers some impressions similar to those offered by Figure 39 through
For example, the Null Alternative hydrology has a relatively short d
only one hydrologic sequence.  This limits the types and frequenc
can be featured.  By contrast, the reconstructed record, which still only 
single sequence but featuring a much longer period of record, offers a r
portrayal spell duration possibilities and frequency of occurrence.  A
results on Figure 42 similarly show that Alternative 2 hydrology
to roughly 9-year duration, which is shorter than the possibilities in
reconstructed record.  The shape of the histograms on Figure 42 sh
frequency of mid-range spells 
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Figure 42 - Comparison of how Gunnison N-Year Spell Counts are 
proportionally distributed across Spell lengths (N) within the Null 
Alternative, Reconstructed and Alternative 2 hydrology.   
Data are shown in similar fashion as shown for Upper Missouri (Figure 32). 
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5.3. Data-development Uncertainties 
 
This section discusses data-development uncertainties associated wit
hydrology of Alternatives 1 through 3. The uncertainties of develop
Alternative hydrology data are not discussed.  Interested rea
Null Alternative h

h the 
ing the Null 

ders might refer to 
ydrology documentation in Reclamation 2005a and 

tive 1’s hydrologic data reflects climate of instrumental record and 
paleoclimate.  Uncertainties of these hydrologic data stem from several sources, 

a series of 
e species 

o build 
ability, the 

g widths 
loped 

r ring-widths 
ctly past 
ss, and the 

e. Statistical time series techniques are 
typically used to reduce or eliminate the impact of factors unrelated to 

e how much 
es to the 

: Various 
 streamflow 

e is often used 
sis 

o consolidate 
re easily develop 
 2000).  

e from the choice of whether and 
g, given 

 trend with 
he 

chronology can impact the statistical properties of the reconstructed 
streamflow.    

 
• Choice of stochastic modeling framework:  This study employed a 

nonparametric stochastic modeling framework. Nonparametric methods 
have the advantage of not requiring knowledge of the underlying statistical 

Reclamation 2005b.   
 
Alterna

including: 
 

• Chronology development: Chronologies are developed from 
trees at a given location. Choosing appropriate location and tre
for developing chronologies is both a science and an art. T
chronologies that exhibit strong correlation with moisture avail
proper tree species for a region must but found and their rin
characterized to generate a given chronology. A properly deve
chronology will reliably translate moisture availability in thei
providing a view into past soil moisture availability and indire
runoff characteristics. There is inherit uncertainty in this proce
reliability of one chronology versus another varies. Chronologies are not 
only influenced by available moisture but also by biological factors, 
including the trees growth over tim

moisture availability.   However, this reduction can also reduc
runoff variance a chronology can explain and thereby contribut
uncertainty in streamflow reconstruction. 

  
• Interpretation of reconstructed runoff magnitudes and state

statistical techniques can be used to relate ring-width to
magnitude and state. The multiple linear regression techniqu
to accommodate multiple tree-ring sites.  Principle component analy
(Haan 1977) might also be used prior to regression analysis t
ring-width information from multiple chronologies to mo
and/or produce better quality regression models (Hidalgo
Additional sources of uncertainty aris
how to detrend the chronology prior to regression modelin
understanding that tree-ring series typically show a declining
age.  The decision of whether or not to remove this trend from t
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l density 

the stochastic 
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 with a 
ment and 

lues that 
tify. During the selection of a 

ate of instrumental record and projected 
m rom several 

sou
 

d set of 
le green 
enarios and 
t climate 

-dependent 
ses with planning horizons 

beyond roughly mid-21st century, it is advised that Alternative 2 data be 
her than just 

the single path considered in this study.  As for the GHG path scenarios 
thems
 

1. Technological and economic developments, globally and 

 GHG 

 
Also, not all of the uncertainties associated with climate forcing are 
associated with GHG assumptions.  Considerable uncertainty remains 
associated with natural forcings, with the cooling influence of aerosols 
being regarded as the most uncertain on a global scale (e.g., Figure SPM-2 
in IPCC 2007). 

 

distribution of reference data, which the stochastic model would
mimic.  Choices of which specific techniques to em
nonparametric framework. The outlined framework coup
nonhomogeneous Markov model to simulate state and a K
Neighbor resampling (KNN) technique to associate magnit
modeled state (Appendix B).   Other techniques (e.g., kerne
method) could have been used instead of KNN to allow 
model to generate magnitudes beyond those seen in the 
magnitudes source. However, that choice would have come
downside of including more complicated model develop
implementation, in addition to the generation of magnitude va
some might regard as difficult to jus
framework, such choices need to be considered and their advantages and 
disadvantages assessed for a given project.   

 
Alternative 2 hydrologic data reflect clim
cli ate information. Uncertainties of these hydrologic data stem f

rces, including:  

• Global climate forcing:  This study considered only a limite
available climate projections (Section 2.4) representing a sing
house gases (GHG) emissions scenario (A1b).  Other GHG sc
associated projections are available, and it has been shown tha
projection results in the latter part of the 21st century are path
(IPCC 2007).  Thus, for application purpo

redeveloped to represent a range of GHG emissions paths rat

elves, they also possess uncertainties about: 

regionally 
 

2. How those assumptions translate into global energy use 
involving GHG emissions 
 

3. Biogeochemical analysis to determine the fate of
emissions in the oceans, lands, and atmosphere 
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• Global climate simulation:  While this study considers climate
projections produced by state-of-the-art coupled ocean-atmosphere clim
models, and these models have shown an ability to simulate
of increasing GHG emissions on global climate (IPCC 2007), th
still uncertainties about our understanding of physical processe
climate, and how to represent such processes in climate models 
atmospheric circulation, clouds, ocean circulation, deep ocea
ice sheet dynamics, sea level, land cover effects from water c
vegetative other biological changes).  There are also uncertain
introduced when mak

 
ate 

 the influence 
ere are 

s that affect 
(e.g., 

n heat update, 
ycles, and 
ties 

ing “modeling simplifications” designed to permit 
simulation of such processes in a mathematically efficient manner given 

d on the 
t, dry, warm, or 

 relating 
are labeled 

n on 
ffect 

echnique 
es not force 

jections will 

9, but some may feature shorter duration spells of 
droughts and surpluses, while others may feature longer duration spells.  

-monthly 
nal or 

 
he empirical 

l disaggregation of 
n to more local 

ique has been used 
ornia (e.g., 

007, and 
 
aling 

ical 
on on spatial 

iner-grid 
patterns are implicitly related to historical large-scale atmospheric 
circulation patterns, which would presumably change with global climate 
change.  Applying the historical finer-grid spatial patterns to guide 
downscaling of future climate projections implies an assumption that the 
historical relationship between finer-grid surface climate patterns and 
large-scale atmospheric circulation is still valid under the future climate.  

computational limitations.  
 

• Climate projection bias-correction:  This study is designe
philosophy that climate model simulation biases toward we
cool conditions should be identified and corrected before
projection information to runoff impacts.  Such projections 
“bias-corrected” climate projections (Section 2.4).  The decisio
whether and how to bias-correct climate projections data can a
portrayal of associated runoff projections.  For example, the t
featured in this report corrects for period-statistics bias, but do
correction of period-frequencies bias.  In other words, all pro
have the same monthly period statistics during their simulated historical 
period of 1950-199

Further, the technique in this report corrects for bias in period
statistics, but does not force correction of bias in period-seaso
period-annual statistics. 

• Climate projection spatial downscaling:  This study uses t
BCSD technique (Section 2.4), which features spatia
the climate projections data from climate model resolutio
resolution on a monthly time-step.  Although this techn
to support numerous water resources impacts studies in Calif
Van Rheenan et al. 2004, Maurer and Duffy 2005, Maurer 2
Anderson et al. 2008, Reclamation 2008, Brekke et al. 2009a),
uncertainties remain about the limitations of empirical downsc
methodologies.  One potential limitation relates to how empir
methodologies require use of historical reference informati
climatic patterns at the downscaled spatial resolution.  These f
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Wood et al. 
r resources 

Maurer 2007, and Anderson et al. 2008, Reclamation 2008).  However, 
ng available 

A/Snow17 
ges in 

eatures 
o change as 

iration given 
 and 
s, potential 

ted.  In 
9  probably 

natives 2 
mpair our 

hey would 
m not 
lities of land 

 modeling.  
rical runoff 

nd cover, 
ct history.  Thus, the historical relationship between 

weather and runoff is mediated by historical land cover.  Adjustment to 
watershed land cover as a result of climate change would theoretically 
affect this relationship.  How such a change should translate into a 
different model parameterization is a question of further research.  That 
said, it is also not a given that such a change would significantly affect 
model parameterization. 

 

In other words, the relationship is assumed to have stationarity
actuality, it is possible that such stationarity will not hold at va
and time scales, over various locations, and for various c
However, the significance of potential non-stationarity i
downscaling methods and the need to use alternative downscal
methodologies remains to be established.  Dynamical downsca
involves finer-resolution atmospheric simulation force
by GCM output, holds potential for revealing the significan
stationarity assumptions featured in empirical downscalin

 
• Climate projections temporal disaggregation from monthly

hourly (synthetic weather generation):  This study uses a his
resampling and scaling technique to generate 6-hourly weather 
consistent with the monthly downscaled climate projections (
2002).  This technique has been used to support numerous wate
impacts studies (e.g., Van Rheenan et al. 2004, Maurer and Duffy 2005, 

other techniques might have been considered.  Preference amo
techniques remains to be established.  

 
• Natural systems response:  This study features use of SacSM

models (Section 3.2) to analyze natural runoff response to chan
precipitation and temperature while holding other watershed f
constant.  Other watershed features might be expected t
climate changes and affect runoff (e.g., potential evapotransp
temperature changes, vegetation affecting evapotranspiration
infiltration, etc.).  In the SacSMA/Snow17 model-application
evapotranspiration estimates are inputs and were not adjus
retrospect, this was likely a poor simulation setup choice , and
led to overestimated future annual runoff possibilities in Alter
and 315.  However, this simulation choice would not seem to i
ability to compare results from Alternatives 2 and 3 since t
feature the same bias in future annual runoff possibilities fro
changing PET   It is uncertain how to account for the possibi
cover response to climate changes in hydrologic simulation
This is because such models are calibrated to reproduce histo
given historical weather and basin-characterizations (e.g., la
soils) that also refle
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Alternative 3 inherits the uncertainties of Alternative 2 hydrolog
development, as the latter provides the magnitudes information used in
stochastic modeling of Alternative 3.  In addition, Alternative 3 is con
the non-stationary nature of climate projections.  Alternative 3 was i
in this application for four separate 30-year periods in the Alternativ
projections.  Questions remain about suitable period-duration for A
implementation relative to the non-stationary charact

ic data 
 the 

founded by 
mplemented 
e 2 climate 

lternative 3 
eristics of Alternative 2 

climate projections (e.g., lower frequency variability, trends). 
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ency 
 1 through 
lternative 

 specified at 
locations.  
e applied to 
uired by 
lternative 

asets already 
feature such disaggregation (Reclamation 2005a, 2005b) even though this study 

 and Figure 4).  
For discussion purposes in the following sections, assume a goal of specifying 

 basis.        

ate) 

n outlet 
nthly runoff at 

at ensures 
ationships at 

location) and spatial consistency (i.e., preserving aggregate-to-
ikely be based 
ternative 
 that it has 

basin locations.   
 
An approach to disaggregating in a temporally and spatially consistent manner 
(Prairie et al. 2007) was applied to disaggregate annual runoff at Lees Ferry on 
the Colorado River to monthly runoff at multiple interior sub-basin locations.  
That approach was later applied to support an environmental compliance study 

6.0  Other Issues Affecting Us
Alternatives  
 
This section discusses other issues that could affect decisions on which
alternatives to use for planning purposes.  The discussion is outlined by h

considerations.       

6.1. Hydrology Disaggregation  
 
The results discussion in Section 5 summarize how statistical and frequ
characteristics of a planning hydrology might vary among Alternatives
3, and how each of these alternatives might vary relative to the Null A
hydrology.  However, such results were discussed with an annual time scale and a 
basin-wide approach.  The planning reality is that hydrology must be
monthly time scale or shorter, and for a number of interior sub-basin 
This section describes disaggregation approaches that would have to b
Alternative 1 through 3 datasets.  Varying levels of effort would be req
alternative, and varying levels of uncertainty would be introduced by a
when performing disaggregation.  Note that the Null Alternative dat

only focused on their annual, single-location aggregates (Figure 3

hydrology for interior sub-basin outflow locations and on a monthly

6.1.1  Alternative 1 (instrumental record, paleoclim
 
The stochastically modeled annual runoff series at the downstream basi
are the starting points for this disaggregation.  Translation to a mo
interior sub-basin locations would involve an empirical approach th
temporal consistency (i.e., preserving annual-to-monthly runoff rel
each interior 
subbasin runoff relationships).  Defining these relationships would l
on evaluating the Null Alternative hydrology, given that the Null Al
hydrology was used as the magnitudes’ reference and understanding
already been characterized on a monthly basis and at the targeted interior sub-
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within the Colorado River basin, completed jointly by Reclamation’s Upper 
Colorado and Lower Colorado Regions (Reclamation 2007).   

6.1.2  Alternative 2 (instrumental record, projected climate) 

   
n model. 

noff at each 
 be the time-

lation (e.g., 6-hourly for the models used in this study) and 

ic 
 of the 

rved runoff 
ans might be 

for the Gunnison 
orrected 

asis should 
 basin-
s at specific 

 the remaining annual runoff bias would be corrected.     

limate and 

leting the 
deling of 

ff (looking 
igger the 

ed multi-
associated with the basin-aggregate annual runoff 

sampled).  So in other words, as the basin-aggregate annual runoff is sampled, 
that simulated year’s monthly runoff volumes at upstream sub-basin locations are 
also sampled.  Further, these upstream monthly runoff volumes reflect the climate 
projection effect on seasonality and reflect the bias-corrections performed under 
Alternative 2 disaggregation. 

 
Translation of these data involves two steps: 

1. Configure the output reporting of the hydrologic simulatio
The model simulations would be set up to compute routed ru
the interior sub-basin locations of interest.  The output would
step of simu
would have to be aggregated to the time step of interest (i.e., monthly in 
this discussion). 
 

2. Account for hydrologic simulation model bias. The hydrolog
simulation model’s results during the simulated historical period
runoff projection should be evaluated for bias relative to obse
during the common historical period.  The ratio or period-me
used to correct the modeled runoff bias, as was discussed 
results in Section 5.2.1.  Monthly runoff biases should first be c
first at a given location.  Then, the remaining annual runoff b
be identified.  If the model simulation decision is to ensure the
aggregate runoff is correct at the expense of some residual bia
sub-basins, then

6.1.3  Alternative 3 (instrumental record, paleoc
projected climate):   
 
The disaggregation procedure for Alternative 3 first involves comp
disaggregation procedure for Alternative 2.  Then, as stochastic mo
Alternative 3 proceeds, the sequencing of basin-aggregate annual runo
up annual magnitudes from Alternative 2 data) would coincidentally tr
sequencing of basin-disaggregated monthly runoff (grabbing associat
location monthly runoff 
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ning look-ahead period.  Whether they 
 and 

jected to be non-

the notion that 

 operating 
native 2 is a 

at has time-
s in a 

projection sense would be consistent.  However, data and methods supporting the 
developed.  
ill likely 

nalysis, 
ction.   

plementation 
e of period-

specific runoff changes might be sampled from Alternative 2 information and 
used to scaled period-stationary water supply assumptions (similar to approach in 
Reclamation 2008).  However, selecting the range of results sampled is easy to do 
—but not straight-forward—given the challenge of interpreting such sample 
changes in simulated runoff means as being due to climate change and/or low-
frequency variability (Brekke et al. 2009b). Nevertheless, such an approach has 

6.2. Consistency between Planning Assum
for Water 

 
Other planning assumptions about water demands and operational cons
must be established, and in a manner that is consistent with assumption
underlying the assumed hydrology, and water supply possibilities.  R
planning assumptions for water demands and operating constraints ar
scenario-based.  For example, water demands
future” level of land use.  “Scenario” sets of values are also reflected in assum
flood control rules, instream flow requirements, etc.   
 
The Null Alternative, Alternative 1, and Alternative 3 hydrology offer 
stationary view of hydrologic possibility (historical for the Null Altern
Alternative 1, and historical or future for Alternative 3).  A period-s
is consistent with scenario-view of demands and constraints.  The a
scenario demands may be based on scenario land use associated with th
hydrologic period.  In this case, the scenario demands and assum
originate from a common period context and are both meant to be
plausible and appropriate for the given plan
are appropriate is a matter of judgment.  Applying the Null Alternative
Alternative 1 in a context where climate has been and is pro
stationary leads to questions about this judgment.   
 
The Alternative 2 and Alternative 3 datasets are both predicated on 
projected climate could change and should be reflected in hydrologic 
assumptions.  This raises a question on whether assumed demands and
constraints should also be adjusted for climate change.  Further, Alter
non-stationary portrayal of hydrology, as it is a runoff projection th
varying statistics.  Likewise, characterizing demands and constraint

development of such demand and constraint projections remain to be 
As a result, for the time being, demand and constraint assumptions w
have to remain scenario-based and period-stationary for the planning a
even though hydrology would be characterized as a nonstationary proje
 
Such incompatibility raises questions about the direct, near-term im
of Alternative 2 as it was portrayed here.  As a compromise, the rang
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been featured in many operations impacts studies, including Anderson et al. 2008, 
Reclamation 2008, Brekke et al. 2009a, and Vano et al. 2009. 
   

6.3. Stakeholder Acceptance   

ificantly depart 
.  
The Null 

 reviewed by 
ess, in conjunction 

), has 

r supply variability assumptions for 
ll resides in the 

tives 1 
using these 

n education 
rs and decision-
ses that define 

mplex 
n-technical 

d likely be an even greater challenge, particularly when it 
involves stakeholders who have grown accustomed to focusing on how the 

logic events, 
ve 

gh 3, it would 
 of how the data are 

t to the 
ation and 
iliarity and 

ent of Appendix N for 
t 
 underlying 

ecure 
uch datasets 

and documentation to external peer review. 
 
In addition to building stakeholder trust in the alternative datasets, it may also be 
necessary to spend time conversing with stakeholders on how planning analysis 
output and supported decisions are affected by choice of alternative hydrologic 
dataset.  For example, traditional use of the Null Alternative hydrologic dataset 

 
The methods required to generate these hydrology alternatives sign
from those traditionally used to develop Null Alternative hydrology
Stakeholders and decision-makers are well-oriented with the latter.  
Alternative datasets serving both basins in this analysis have been
planning stakeholders in each given basin.  That review proc
with data development documentation (Reclamation 2005a and 2005b
served to build stakeholder trust in the veracity of these data and their 
appropriateness for defining plausible wate
long-range planning questions.  However, their appropriateness sti
paradigm that the “past is a proxy for the future.”   
 
Stakeholder and decision-maker orientation on the methods of Alterna
through 3 may be limited.   This could then limit their acceptance of 
alternative methods to support longer-term planning, at least until a
and trust-building process has occurred.  For example, stakeholde
makers may already be challenged with understanding the proces
the Null Alternative hydrologic data.  Explaining the arguably more co
data-development procedures of Alternatives 1 through 3 to no
stakeholders woul

planning study depicts operating performance during historical hydro
sequenced as they were experienced, which is what the Null Alternati
hydrology features.     
 
To secure stakeholder orientation on any of Alternatives 1 throu
seem necessary to have a well-reviewed standard description
processed so that Reclamation’s technical liaisons are able to explain i
stakeholders.  Such descriptions would likely follow a rigorous applic
documentation process to start the process of building stakeholder fam
trust.  Such a process was executed in the developm
Reclamation (2007).  However, even with thorough data-developmen
documentation, it may be a case where stakeholders are able to follow
concepts, but not able to track the details of data-development.  To s
stakeholder trust in these cases, it may also be necessary to subject s
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ability under the paradigm that “observed past 

 (1-3).  The 

periods).   
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because each planning scenario would be analyzed under an ensemble of 
 asked to analyze 

ope
 

 a given time stage, statistics on operated system state across the 
ect the 

iven time 
stage) 

state 

 used in 
the recently 

les are not yet 
cing such a perspective would be a significant and challenging 

departure from current practice. This perspective may require considerable effort 
r, the benefits 

t for 
 or land 

introduce 
re robust 

context for planning that involves investments that are made in the near term, at a 
specific (and largely fixed) scale.  Alternatives 1 through 3 would produce a 
richer set of results, and specifically Alternatives 2 and 3 would portray a richer 
set of assumed futures that represent expected climate change and climate 
variability (with paleoclimate information informing the latter under Alternative 
3). Decision-making must take into account the variability and uncertainty in 

invites the stakeholders and decision-makers to consider planning results based 

 
1

 
2. Scenario demands and constraints 

 
3. Assumed water supply vari

is proxy for the future”   
 
This approach produces a single operations simulation given scenario
simulation output is then summarized statistically (e.g., full-period statistics, 
statistics by hydrologic year-type, or statistics during historic drought 
 
In contrast, using any of the alternative hydrologic datasets would intr
more complex (but perhaps more appropriate) portrayal of operations possibilities 

hydrologic series.  This means that stakeholder groups would be
rations statistics in two ways:   

. At1
hydrologic-ensemble (recognizing that such statistics refl
ensemble’s multiple histories of hydrology leading up to the g

 
2. Across time periods to illustrate how the envelope of operated-

possibilities evolves through the simulation time stages.  
 
This hydrologic-ensemble perspective for planning analyses is already
some Reclamation basins (e.g., Colorado River Basin studies, such as 
completed Reclamation 2007).  However, for regions where ensemb
used, introdu

in building stakeholder and decision-maker understanding.  Howeve
of gaining such understanding could provide for a more robust contex
planning under transient basin conditions, (e.g., climate, demographic,
cover changes).  
 
Although Alternatives 1 through 3 feature hydrologic ensembles that 
more complexity in planning results, such results might form a mo
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project outputs and analysts must be able to provide estimates of that v
and uncertainty in an understandable, meaningful fashion.  This is 
uncertainty enter into the decision-making process.  Effective d
uncertainty information to decision-makers remains a

ariability 
where risk and 

isplay of such 
 matter to be jointly 

explored by technical staff, decision-makers and stakeholders. 
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tics, but not 

 such a methodology, there is also 
interest to know whether such a climate context is warranted relative to the 

mental records information, or 

Given these inte

e jointly and 
 represented in water supply planning assumptions? 

 
rent from 
d climate 

limate 
 assumptions for 

T  logy data under 
e se study basins:  

Mis Data 
cha natives.  
Briefly, hydrology and climate context alternatives are: 
 

• Null Alternative – Instrumental Records.  Hydrology is based on 
historical observations and implicitly the climate of the instrumental 
record period (e.g., streamflow gages, flow impairment information).  
Both statistical and frequency characteristics of hydrology are defined by 

7.0 Summar
 
This study considers alternative climate contexts for water sup
used in Reclamation’s longer term planning studies.  Reclamation 
traditionally assumed that water supply variability reflects climate of th
instrumental record.  However, Reclamation has recently featured alte
climate contexts, either by incorporating a blend of paleoclimate an
records information to offer a broade

changes in climate and runoff statistics.        
 
This study is motivated by an interest in being able to establish water s
assumptions based on the possibly more credible aspects of paleoclimate 
information (i.e., year to year variability, or “frequency” characteristics
projected climate information (i.e., change in climate and runoff statis
necessarily frequency characteristics).  Given

simpler context of blended paleoclimate and instru
blended projected climate and instrumental records.   
 

rests, three research questions were posed:  
 

(1) How can paleoclimate and projected climate information b
rationally

(2) How would such a planning hydrology be similar to or diffe
planning hydrology that represents paleoclimate or projecte
individually?  

 
(3) What implementation realities might influence choice among c

information sets when defining water supply planning
Reclamation studies? 

 
o address these questions, the study involved developing hydro

thr e alternative climate contexts (summarized below) for two ca
souri River above Toston, Gunnison River above confluence.  
racteristics were then compared amongst climate information alter
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historical observations.  Only the single observed historical sequence is 
used for planning purposes. 

.   Statistical 
nces in 

es in any given 
requency 
 

pe, and state-
leoclimate 
 is done 

Instrumental 
nerate a 
g purposes. 

tatistical 

nge with time, 
d is used to 
eriod of 

e 
e-runoff 

ate context for 
 and projected 

e 
t  associated 

ate projections is considered 
eristics.  
rojections do 

dition for 20th 

Projected 
 separate 

s about 
 

n magnitude 
ff projections developed under Alternative 2 

and from a specific future period in those projections consistent with the 
planning look-ahead interests.  Stochastic modeling is then done where 
state is modeled based on paleoclimate information, and then magnitude is 
modeled given the period-specific runoff projection information.  The 
stochastic model is then applied to generate an ensemble of hydrologic 
sequences for planning purposes.   

 

 
• Alternative 1 – Instrumental Record, Paleoclimate Proxy

and frequency characteristics come from separate climate refere
this alternative.  Runoff statistics (i.e., magnitude possibiliti
year or month) come from the Instrumental Record period.  F
characteristics defining possible deficit and surplus spells and
accumulations (i.e., state information on hydrologic year-ty
transition tendencies) come from variability information in pa
data (i.e., annual tree-ring chronologies).  Stochastic modeling
where state is modeled first based on paleoclimate information, and then 
magnitude is modeled for the given simulated state based on 
0Records information.  The stochastic model is applied to ge
collection, or ensemble, of hydrologic sequences for plannin

 
• Alternative 2 – Instrumental Record, Projected Climate.  S

and frequency characteristics come from the projected climate 
information, which evolve in a fashion where statistics cha
meaning they are nonstationary.  However, instrumental recor
bias-correct projected climate information during a historical p
common overlap.  Instrumental records are also used to calibrate th
hydrologic simulation model defining precipitation-temperatur
relationships in the case study basins.  As a result, the clim
this alternative is viewed as a blend of instrumental records
climate.  Hydrologic simulation modeling is done to translate th
nonstationary projections of temperature and precipitation in o
runoff projections.  An ensemble of clim
because individual projections have unique frequency charact
Further, they may be in different phases because the climate p
not feature a common estimate of initial climate-system con
century simulations or 21st century projections.  

 
• Alternative 3 – Instrumental Record, Paleoclimate Proxy, 

Climate.  Statistical and frequency characteristics come from
climate references, like Alternative 1.  Frequency characteristic
hydrologic state and state-transition tendencies still come from
paleoclimate records, as in Alternative 1.  Runoff statistics o
possibilities come from runo
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 of runoff 

ative 2, but with 
ation used. 

 
nding the 

ed climate 
information (Alternative 3) versus using only an ensemble of climate 

rtrayal 
ed on which to 

dataset to use, informed by these differences.  If no, then it would seem 
appropriate to proceed with Alternative 2 and avoid the extra data-
development work associated with Alternative 3.   
 
Results for the Upper Missouri suggest that a choice point would exist, as 
Alternative 3 data exhibited greater deficit and surplus spell-duration 

Several preliminary datasets supported the development of the hydrolo
2), including:  estimated monthly volumes of natural runoff for each ba
observed daily streamflow and 6-hourly weather, reconstructed annu
natural runoff based on tree-ring records, and contemporary climate p
information that has been bias-corrected for global climate model te
then spatially downscaled from “climate model” resolution to “basin
resolution for hydrologic analysis.  Two types of hydrologic simulation
were used in this study (Section 3):  one featuring stochastic concepts 
different hydrologic sequences are generated that exhibit statistical a
characteristics of reference climate information; and, a process-base
model that computes hydrologic response to any time-ser
temperature and precipitation.  Methods used to apply preliminary datasets and 
model tools for each climate alternative are discussed in Section 4. 
 
Each alternative’s planning hydrology was evaluated for statistical
characteristics (Section 5).  Table 2 summarizes sequence duratio

generated for each basin, each corresponding to a sub-period of Alt
off information:  1951-1999, 2010-2039, 2040-2069, and 2070-2099

• The statistical characteristics of the alternatives offer a range 
portrayals.  Alternative 1 offers the same range of annual runof
as the Null Alternative, but has a broader set of deficit and sur
possibilities due to the nature of paleoclimate information used
Alternative 2 offers a broader range of annual runoff possibilit
Null Alternative when focusing on a period of common his
with the Null Alternative, even though runoff statistics are gen
consistent.  The reason that range is broader during the historica
related to both climate modeling uncertainty and natural variability in the 
climate system as reflected by climate models.  Beyond the historical 
period, Alternative 2 portrays statistical and frequency char
change with time.  Lastly, Alternative 3 features a range
possibilities constrained by what’s developed under Altern
frequency characteristics reflecting the paleoclimate inform

• The study focused on frequency characteristics and understa
merit of blending paleoclimate information with project

projections (Alternative 2).  In other words, does frequency po
differ between the two?  If yes, then a choice point is reach
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possibilities than Alternative 2.  For spell durations comm
alternatives, accumulation t

on to both 
endencies would be more intense under 

Alternative 2 than Alternative 3.   

 
s.  Only 

th more intense 
tive 2 relative to Alternative 3 during 

equency 
astic 
d on 
jections 
omparison 

cessary 
ent.  Decisions to proceed would be based on reviews of 

this preliminary evaluation and impressions offered by stakeholders and decision-
 important for 

ituation). 

lowing 
con
 

mate and 
that represents 

The two-stage stochastic 
tes one such 
n from 

 with 

 
ent from 

leoclimate or 
res a blend 
ormation 

effects on runoff 
iance) while 

Further, 
Alternative 3 can incorporate historical information on frequency and 
avoid requiring trust in the frequency characteristics from climate models 
while Alternative 2 (projected climate, instrument records) cannot.  
However, if the paleoclimate basis used to provide frequency 
characteristics does not feature frequencies substantially different than 
those from climate projections, there would be little to no benefit of 

 
For the Gunnison, a weaker choice point exists.  Spell-duration
possibilities were generally comparable in these two alternative
surplus accumulation possibilities differed significantly, wi
possibilities occurring in Alterna
common projection periods.   

 
Preliminary impressions on Alternative 2 versus Alternative 3 fr
characteristics might have been drawn before going through the stoch
modeling exercise in Alternative 3.  Such an impression could be base
comparison of the frequency characteristics of Alternative 2 runoff pro
and the reconstructed runoff series.  In Alternative 3, completing this c
before performing stochastic modeling is recommended to avoid unne
hydrology data-developm

makers (e.g., risk attitudes on what water supply aspects are most
the given planning s
 
Revisiting the first two research questions posed in this study, the fol

clusions are offered:  

1) “How can we jointly and rationally incorporate paleocli
projected climate information into a planning hydrology 
assumptions about possible water supplies?”  
modeling approach used in this study (Alternative 3) illustra
framework, incorporating the more credible state informatio
paleoclimate data and the projected runoff statistics associated
climate projections during a future period of interest.     

2) “How would such a planning hydrology be similar to or differ
planning hydrology developed to individually reflect pa
projected climate?” The planning hydrology in question featu
of instrumental record, paleoclimate, and projected climate inf
(Alternative 3).  Alternative 3 can reflect climate change 
statistics (e.g., changes in monthly and annual mean and var
Alternative 1 (paleoclimate, instrument records) cannot.  
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climate information (Alternative 3). 

ntation 
ation sets when defining 

in this study 
, but insufficient 

ual time 
g would 

and specified at 
ional work 

onsideration for 
rm this 

ptions.  Questions 
ptions on 

ands and other 
l rules, 

ns about 
not as 
exts.   

 
/or understanding 

into water 
 planning 
akers are 
s, 

hibited by 
ay be well 

 experience 
g stochastic 
per 
 2007).  

 projected climate information and 
g (e.g., 
ill other 

groups may be at more fundamental learning stages for both.  In any case, 
introduction of new climate contexts and application methods necessitates 
education and trust-building phases.   
 

For the time-being, even if more evolved methods are used to characterize supply 
assumptions (such as those featured in this study), it may be necessary to proceed 

relating water supply assumptions to a blend of paleoclimate and projected 

 
Three issues influence the third research question of “What impleme
realities might influence choice among climate inform
water supply planning assumptions for Reclamation studies?” 
 

1) Hydrologic data-disaggregation. Hydrology data developed 
are sufficient for addressing the research questions posed
for planning purposes as they are aggregated temporally to ann
step and spatially at a downstream runoff location.  Plannin
require disaggregated data, at least to a monthly time step 
various interior sub-basins locations.  The amount of addit
required to perform such disaggregation may be a c
deciding which alternative to use.  However, methods to perfo
disaggregation are available for each alternative (Section 6). 

 
4. Establishing consistency with other planning assum

will be encountered on how to reconcile the basis for assum
water supply possibilities with those regarding water dem
operating constraints related to climate (e.g., flood contro
environmental management).  Methods for linking assumptio
operating constraints to these alternative climate contexts are 
evolved as those for linking supply assumptions to these cont

5. Stakeholder acceptance.  Stakeholder acceptance and
of a given climate information context and how it is translated 
supply may influence which alternative is preferred for a given
process.  For the Null Alternative, stakeholders and decision-m
presumably familiar with the basis for water supply assumption
including underlying data and methods.  For the alternatives, the ability to 
proceed may be limited by the orientation and trust levels ex
prospective stakeholders and decision-makers.  Some groups m
oriented on the nature of paleoclimate information and have
with its application in water resources planning, including usin
modeling (e.g., staff in Reclamation’s Lower Colorado and Up
Colorado who contributed to technical analyses in Reclamation
Other groups may be well-oriented with
have experience with its application in water resources plannin
Reclamation’s Mid-Pacific and Pacific Northwest regions).  St
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with traditional methods for defining demand and operational constra
assumptions.  The acceptability of such an approach may need to be ve
stakeholders and decision-makers.   The capacity of a planning
both phases will determin

int 
tted with 

 process to support 
e how new methods are introduced in planning 

communities and at what pace. 
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This document provides information on streamflow and precipitation
reconstructions discussed in the main report

 
  the Missouri 

ce with the 
ison 

ta supporting 

model development approach, summary of model development results, and 
n of reconstruction climate variability with that from climate 

ain report6. 

A.1 Data 

t) were 
 (1929-2002) from 
rred to as the 

an-area total 
oth:  (a) historical gridded precipitation 

from 1951-19998 and, (b) historical gridded meteorology from 1896-1999 
d precipitation data 

 produced by spatially intersecting the 
pefiles10. 

                                    

5 for the two basins:
River above Toston and the Gunnison River basin above its confluen
Colorado River (hereafter referred to as the Upper Missouri and Gunn
basins).  Information in this appendix includes:  description of da
reconstruction model development (i.e. streamflow data, tree-ring chronologies), 

compariso
projections described in the m
 

 
A.1.1 Instrumental Records Streamflow   
 
Estimates of natural water year (WY) streamflow volumes (acre-fee
obtained for the Gunnsion (1906-1995) and the Upper Missouri
the Bureau of Reclamation7.  These two basins are hereafter refe
Upper Missouri and Gunnison, respectively.  Estimates for basin me
WY precipitation were obtained from b

developed using a different technique9.  For each gridde
source, basin mean-area time series were
gridded data with basin boundary sha
 
             

lamation’s Upper Colorado Region Office provided natural flow estimates for the Gunnison 
River at confluence. Reclamation’s Great Plains Region Office provided similar data fro the 
Missouri River at Toston. 
8 Data from Maurer et al. 2002, and accessible at:  http://www.engr.scu.edu/~emaurer/data.shtml

1 University of Arizona, Department of Geography and Regional Development 
2 University of Wyoming, Wyoming State Climate Office 
3 University of Colorado, INSTAAR 
4 University of Arizona School of Natural Resources 
5 Section 2.2 
6 Section 2.4 
7 Rec

.  
9 PRISM = Parameter-elevation Regressions on Independent Slopes Model, with data available at:  
http://www.prism.oregonstate.edu/ 
10 Provided by National Weather Service Colorado Basin and Missouri Basin River Forecast 
Centers 
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A.1.2 Tree-ring Chronologies 
 
The International Tree-Ring Data Bank (ITRDB) at the NCDC Paleocl
Branch

imatology 
 species that 
e two case 
urvey for 

jointly collected 
School of 

esources.  Species include those known to be sensitive to moisture 
variability: Pinus ponderosa, Pinus edulis, Pinus flexilus, and Pseudotsuga 

t least 
98) for Upper 
d to determine 

uction 

ies during their 
tions were 

ss the 
ion, 
urce, where 

n to also be 
t were not 

ds were deleted 
from the candidate pool of predictors for reconstruction model development.   

ies for 
) in two basins 

ely).   

s quite a bit 
 the 

n their 
variability).  The 

hitened” 
rder persistence removed (Woodhouse et al. 2006) because analysis of 

Gunnison streamflow and precipitation from instrumental records did not reveal a 
significant amount of low order persistence.  In contrast, a significant amount of 
20th century low order persistence seems present in the Upper Missouri.  
Consequently, the chronologies for the Upper Missouri reconstructions were not 

                                                

11 was surveyed to identify available tree-ring chronologies for
were:  (a) known to be sensitive to variations in moisture, and (b) in th
study basins or in nearby and similar climate regions.  In addition, the s
the Upper Missouri also considered several unpublished data sets 
by the Wyoming State Climate Office and University of Arizona 
Natural R

menziesii.   
 
Chronologies were screened for a common end date, using a cutoff of a
1997 (1999) for Gunnison flow (precipitation), and at least 1996 (19
Missouri flow (precipitation).  Next, the chronologies were evaluate
which of them should be considered as candidate predictors in reconstr
model development.  In this evaluation, each annual chronology was separately 
correlated with basin WY streamflow and precipitation time ser
period of common historical overlap.  For the hydrologic series, correla
checked over the first and second halves of the common years to asse
significance of the correlation during two time periods.  For precipitat
correlations were checked relative to both instrumental records data so
the 2nd data source (based on PRISM data9) permitted the correlatio
checked during early 20th century.  Chronologies with correlations tha
significant at p<0.05 for the full period or either of the split perio

Applying this criterion resulted in separate sets of candidate chronolog
reconstructing two hydroclimate variables (flow and precipitation
(Figures A.1 and A2 for the Upper Missouri and Gunnison, respectiv
 
Since water year precipitation and streamflow are correlated, there wa
of overlap in these candidate sets of chronology variables.  Comparing
chronology sets between basins, there is one fundamental difference i
inclusion of low order persistence (e.g., multi-decadal climate 
chronologies used for Gunnison reconstruction modeling were “prew
with low o

prewhitened. 

 
11 http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/paleo/treering.html  
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Figure A.1 - Dendrochronologies supporting Precipitation and Streamflow 
Reconstructions for the Upper Missouri.  (a) Location of chronologies used in 
reconstructions of water year runoff, and water year total precipitation over the 
basin.  Photos show Freemont site labeled FMT (b) and representative trees for 
the region (c, d). 
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Figure A.2 Dendrochronologies supporting Precipitation and Streamflow 
Reconstructions for the Gunnison.  (a) Location of chronologies used in 
reconstructions of water year runoff and water year total precipitation.  Photos 
show Douglas Fir at Sargeants Site (a), Pinyon Pine at Wild Rose site (b), Pinyon 
Pine at Trail Gulch site (c). 
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ribed in 
proach 
oth basins 
dels were 

recipitation.  
n water year 

 to 1491 
y and 

as performed 
n of error 

pared to a 
 this case).   

RE value obtainable is 1.0, and there is no limit to the lowest; any 
idered an indication of some skill (Fritts 1976).   

w and 

 in Table A.2.  
For the Gunnison above confluence, WY precipitation reconstruction models 

ed s s: 02 91 02.   

 Reconstruction model results from the final stepwise models. 

ion ra
Period 

constr  
iod 

Explained 
var e(1) 

(2) RE 

A.2 Model Development 
 
Reconstruction models were developed using multiple linear regression to 
calibrate tree-ring data with instrumental series.  Methods are desc
Woodhouse et al. 2006.  Forward stepwise regression was the main ap
used, but alternative model development approaches were applied to b
(i.e., PCA regression, Woodhouse et al. 2006).  Several alternative mo
developed using subpools of longer chronologies for the Gunnison p
All methods yielded similar results.  In the case of the Gunniso
precipitation reconstructions, two models are presented, one extending
and one to 1120.  Regression assumptions were assessed graphicall
statistically (all models met assumptions).  Model cross validation w
and the validation root mean squared error (RMSE) and the reductio
(RE) were evaluated.  The RE assessment tests the model skill com
model based on no knowledge (the mean of the calibration series in
The highest 
positive value is cons
 
A.3 Results 
 
The selected reconstruction models for water year (WY) streamflo
precipitation are summarized in Table A.1 and defined in equations A.1 – A.4.  
The 3-letter codes are the chronology site names, which are listed

were appli  for two hi torical period   1120-20  and 14 -20
 
Table A.1
 
Reconstruct   Calib tion Re

Per
uction

ianc
RMSE

Gunniso
confluen
streamfl

n at 
ce, WY 
ow 

-19 9-199 77% 0.73 1906 97 156 7 370 

1491-200 % 0.61 2 69 2.6 Gunnison ab
confluen
precipitat

ov
ce, WY 
ion 

-19
1120-2002 57% 2.8 0.52 

e 1951 99 

Missouri at 1930-1
Toston, WY 

flow stream

996 1576-1996 58% 610 0.54 

Missouri above 
Toston, WY 
precipitation 

1951-1998 1657-1998 44% 2.9 0.31 

Notes: 
(1) during Calibration Period 
(2) units are KAF for flow, inches for precipitation 
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The resultant model equations are listed below: 
 

ce WY streamflow =  - 368 + WI
TRG

(Eq. A.1)  Gunnison at confluen L*872 + 
*765 + DJM*703 + DOU*564 

120-2002) = 13.99 
1 

(Eq. A.2b)  Gunnison above confluence WY precipitation (1491-2002) 
1 + MTR*5.25 + 

3) 424 + 

on = 7.61 +  CFY*3.36 + 
51 + FSE*2.05 + BCN*2.87 

bl onologie od s A
 
Site 

e
Site name Metada

(1) 

hiv
the ITRDB 
with 

(2) 

published; 
for metadata, 
see S. Gray or 
G. Pederson 

+ SAR*363 
(Eq. A.2a)  Gunnison above confluence WY precipitation (1

+ WIL*6.20 + TRG*2.6

=11.17+ WIL*3.5
CCC*3.25 

(Eq. A. Missouri at Toston WY streamflow = 1872 – BLE*1
FMT*2837 + SRV*1032 

(Eq. A.4)  Missouri above Toston WY precipitati
MTE*3.

 
Ta e A.2. Chr s used in M el Equation

ta in Arc

.1-A.4. 

ed in Un
cod  Woodhouse 

et al 2006
metadata

BCN
E
C
Y

U
T

E 
E

MTR
SAR 
SRV 

G

yon 
Lake, WY 

herry 

n 
las Pass 

ake, WY 
mont South East 

verts 
se 

Valley 

 
 

X 
 

X 
X 
 
 
 

X 
X 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

X 

X 
X 
 
 
 
 

X 
X 
 
 
 

X 
 

 
 

Bear Can
Boulder BL

CC  Chokec
CF  Canyon 
DJM Clarks Fork, 
DO  Yellowstone 
FM  Dutch

gFS
MT  

 
Fremont L
Fre

 
X 

TR  Sargents X 

 Joh
Dou

Mount E
Montro

WIL Salmon River X 

Trail Gulch 
Wild Rose 

Notes: 
(1) see http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/paleo/pubs/woodhouse2006/woodhouse2006.html 
(2) see http://hurricane.ncdc.noaa.gov/pls/paleo/fm_createpages.treering 

 
Time series comparisons of reconstructed and instrumental record streamflow and 
“categorical wet or dry” year-type are shown on Figures A.3 and A.4 for the 
Upper Missouri and Gunnison, respectively.  Both figures also show time series 
categorical “state” (i.e. wet or dry relative to full-period median) for both 
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urrence of 
relatively wet or dry spells during the reconstruction period.   
 

reconstructed series.  The categorical state series indicates occ

 
Figure A.3  Runoff Reconstruction, Upper Missouri:  (a) time series of 
magnitudes, (b) time series of binary-state. 
 
 

 
Figure A.4  Runoff Reconstruction, Gunnison:  (a) time series of magnitudes, 

A.4
 
Fritts, H.C. (1976)  Tree Rings and Climate, Academic Press, NY. 
 
Woodhouse, C.A., S.T. Gray, and D.M. Meko, (2006) “Updated streamflow 

reconstructions for the Upper Colorado River basin,”  Water Resources 
Research, 42, W05415. doi:10.1029/2005WR004455. 

 

(b) time series of binary-state.  
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Appendix B.  Development of Stochastic Flo
Sequences based on separate Reference Da

w 
tasets 

for Hydrologic State and Magnitude 

Prepared by:  Ken Nowak1 and Jim Prairie2 (edited by L. Brekke) 
 

 
 
This document provides information on the stochastic modeling ap
simulate synthetic annual runoff sequences, as discussed in the main r
the two case study basins:  Missouri River above Toston and Gunnis
above confluence.  The approach involves a two-stage modeling appro
hydrologic state information (e.g., categorically wet or dry) is derived 
reference climate (e.g., paleo-reconstructed runoff) and hy

proach used to 
eport, for 

on River 
ach where 
from one 

drologic magnitudes 
 same or other 

volved 
 median annual 

ference 
ade to focus 

entation 
96) is used to 

ation.  In the second stage, 
flow magnitudes are assigned by sampling flow volumes from the magnitudes’ 

 or annual 
riod).  A k-nearest neighbor (KNN) 

cond stage.  

model and KNN 

ess. 
nts (i.e., 

e such a 0 

feature constant state-transition probabilities within the sequence begin simulated.  
odel permits transition probabilities that vary 

en sequence (or source hydroclimate series).  The 
choice to compute transition probabilities for each year in the reconstructed runoff 
series permits the non-homogeneous nature of the data to be incorporated into the 

                                                

information (i.e. runoff volume) is permitted to be derived from the
reference climate (e.g., instrumental record, or projected climate).   
 
In the case study of the main report, all applications of this approach in
two-state models where state is defined as wetter than or drier than
runoff volume from the reference runoff series.  This means that the re
runoff series is converted to a binary state series.  A decision is also m
on lag 1-year auto-correlation in the state series.  Given these implem
choices, a non-homogeneous Markov model (Rajagopalan, et al., 19
generate synthetic state sequences of any specified dur

reference climate (e.g., annual volumes from the instrumental record,
volumes from a given climate projection pe
data resampling technique is used to perform this se
 
In the sections that follow, both the non-homogeneous Markov 
data-resampling technique are described in detail.   
 
B.1 Non-Homogeneous Markov (NM) Model 
 
A Markov model provides a framework to model discrete-valued proc
Examples of discrete-valued processes include rainfall and extreme eve
drought or flooding).  These are processes that take on an integral valu
and 1 to represent no rain or rain event. A homogeneous Markov model would 

By contrast, a non-homogeneous m
during a pass through a giv

 
1 University of Colorado 
2 Reclamation Upper Colorado Region 
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xplains the 
d to Prairie et al. (2007), 

Rajagopalan, et al. (1996) and Rajagopalan, et al. (1997). 

 information contained 
o-reconstructed runoff series and the following 

p

ucted median annual runoff), and 
 

ment:  wet-

obabilities 

dry ). The probability of 

generated synthetic flow sequences. The remainder of this section e
NM approach.  Interested readers are also referre

 
Consider a NM model simulating hydrologic state based on
within a 300-year pale
im lementation decisions: 
  

• two states (wetter or drier than reconstr

• intent on preserving lag 1-year auto-correlation 
 
This implies that four state transitions are relevant for model develop
wet, wet-dry, dry-wet, and dry-dry.   
 
The next step is to estimate the four possible transitions respective pr
local to each year t.  This can be determined from the probabilities of transitioning 
from a dry to wet state ( P ) and a wet to  state (dw wdP
transitioning from a dry to dry state is found as dwdd PP −= 1  and t
of transitioning from a

he probability 
 o wet state is foundwet t  as PwdwwP −= 1 .  

 
In this technique, transition probabilities are calculated based on years in the 
range [  to ] a()ht − ()ht + s: 
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• = the kernel function 
•  is kernel bandwidth for the transition of interest (dw or wd) 
•  system hydrologic state (1 = wet, 0 = dry) at time 
•  system hydrologic state at time

= ⎠⎝i wdh2

 
where: 
 

)(K

()h
=tS t  
=−1tS  1−t  

• = year of interest; and  t
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• =n the number of values in the window )(ht −  to )(ht + .  

rete kernel function K used for this study (Rajagopalan and Lall, 1995) is 
defined as: 

 
The disc

( )2
2 1

)14(
3)( x

h
hxK −
−

=    (3) 

where:  
 

⎟⎟• 
⎠⎝ h
⎞

⎜⎜
⎛ − tt ()  

• 

=x

1≤x  
•  t is the year of interest, and  
• ()t  is the transition of interest. 

 
The bandwidth is a time-window overlaying the current year, durin
transition probabilities are calculated. Part of model development involves 

g which the 

determining a value for h, which in this study was optimized for years 
transitioning from wet and the ars transitioning from dry using a 

CV) (Scott, 1992) method defined as: 
n again for ye

Least Squares Cross Validation (LS

∑
=

−−=
i

it tP
n

h
i

1

2)](ˆ1[)(LSCV  (4) 
n1

where: 

 within the window to 

) at year 
without including the information from year 

ed results in 
tions from 

ch year.  

 which a 
ars) are randomly selected (bootstrapped) in N 

year block lengths, where N is typically the length of the simulation horizon. In 
order to generate the new binary sequence, the first year is randomly selected as 
wet or dry. Once a hydrologic state has been assigned to the first year, the state of 
the second year is determined based on the set of bootstrapped transition 
probabilities, which reflect the previous year’s state. This process is repeated until 
the binary sequence has been completed.  

 
• n = the number of dw or wd transitions [ ()ht −

()ht + ] 

• )(ˆ
it tP

i− = the estimate of the transition probability ( dwP̂  or wP̂ d t  
t . 

 
The LSCV is calculated for a suite of h values. The h ultimately select
the smallest LSCV value. Once h values have been selected for transi
both wet and dry years, transition probabilities can be calculated for ea
 
This process results in a matrix of sequential transition probabilities from
block (i.e., a group of sequential ye
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earest Neighbor” (KNN) Magnitude Resampling 
Technique 

gnitudes are 
es from the 
is referred 

, neighbors, and 
neral sense 

ed as 
assigning a magnitude runoff to a “current year” in the synthetic sequence based 

ff magnitude. 

This model ility density function 
(PDF): 

 
B.2 “K N

 
After generating the desired number of synthetic state traces, flow ma
then associated with each state sequence by resampling annual volum
magnitudes’ reference climate data.  The technique used in this study 
to as a “K Nearest Neighbor (KNN)” framework. Concepts of K
nearness are explained in the following paragraphs.  However, in a ge
and for annual stochastic runoff modeling, the technique can be view

on current and previous state information and previous year runo
 

 can be described as the conditional probab

),,( 11 −− ttt xSSf  (5) tx

where the flow at the current time txt =  , and is conditioned on the cu
system state = tS , previous system state = 1−tS , and previous flow = 
 
Magnitudes reference data are first grouped 

rrent 

based on hydrologic state (i.e., wet or 
ry falls into 

the ds as 
foll
 

ta having 
sequence. 

sition from first 
dry, the 

 
pproach (Lall 

 similarity 
e eligible 

n state as the 
ion in 

questions, wet-dry in this example).   Each of the eligible reference 
magnitudes are considered “neighbors” and the “nearness” of each 
neighbor is measured as the difference between the eligible reference 
“previous-year” magnitude and synthetic “previous-year” magnitude.  
Subjectively, an arbitrary amount of “nearest” neighbors are chosen to 
offer candidate transitions, and thereby candidate current year magnitudes.  

1−tx . 

dry) and then their transition category (i.e., a wet year proceeded by d
category of dry-wet transition).  Magnitude assignment the procee
ows:  

1. Randomly select a magnitude from the magnitudes reference da
the same hydrologic state as the first year in the synthetic state 
Let this selected magnitude be the year-1 magnitude in the synthetic 
runoff sequence. 

 
2. Identify the state of the second year and the associated tran

to second year (i.e., if the first year was wet and the second 
transition category for year 2 would be wet-dry).  

3. Assign a runoff magnitude to year 2 using a lag-1 KNN a
and Sharma, 1996).  The approach focuses on the differing
between the previous-year’s synthetic magnitude and all of th
reference magnitudes (i.e. those from years having a commo
previous synthetic year’s state, and being part of the state-transit
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respective transition category in this study.   
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the next sequence, continuing until flow 
been assigned to all synthetic state sequences.      
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bining observational 

423, 
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, 1(1), 33-39. 
SO occurrences: 
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visualization,” Wiley Ser. in Probability and Math. Statistics, John Wiley and 
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Woodhouse, C.A., S.T. Gray, and D.M. Meko (2006), “Updated streamflow 
reconstructions for the Upper Colorado River Basin,” Water Resource 
Research, 42, W05415, doi:10.1029/2005WR004455. 

 

The amount of neighbors, K, is equal to the pool of years assig

4. Choice among the K nearest neighbors is determined by a weig
random resampling approach.  The K neighbors are weighted su
closet neighbor has the greatest weight and the farthest the le
of the weighted neighbors is randomly resampled. The magnitude of the 
year following the selected neighbor
(current) year in the binary trace.  

 
This process repeats until all years in the synthetic state sequence hav
magnitude runoff value. Upon completion of magnitudes
sequence, the process begins again with 
magnitudes have 
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